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HOPEFULNESS

COUNTRIES

WANTS SUNDAY

BALKAN STATE

TROUBLE

With Their Men.

Africa.

Is Poor.

Vesuvius Grows Decidedly But Miners Say Conditions England Wants Embargo
Quite Different in the
moved From CanaDangerous to Nearby
Two Fields.
dian Cattle.
People.
Durban. Natal, April fl. A punitive
expedition started frcm Greytown tnis
morning in pursuit of Humbata. tbe
insurgent chief and deposed regent
of the Greytown district.
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hem.

SOME MATTERS IN THE
KAISER'S DOMINIONS.
Magold,
Black Forest, Germany,
April 6. The revised list of tuo casualties resulting from the collapse of
the hotel Zum Hirschen, yesterday,
show forty-nin- e
lives lost, and fifty
others seriously Injured.
Von Buelow All Right.
Berlin, April fi. Chancellor Von
Duelow, who fainted while In the
reichstag yesterday, slept throughout
the night and woke fresh and clear
headed tnis morning. The physicians
are
Bay that no bad consequences
likely to result from the chancellor's
illness.
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DARKEST RUSSIA
FURNISHES NEWS.
St. Petersburg. April 0. The chief FAMOUS ARTIST DIES
IN NEW YORK CITY.
of police of St. Petersburg, after variNew York, April 6. Eastman John- ous tests, is equipping the police and
gendarmes with coats of mail, to be s n, a famous painter, died sunueniy
at his home .lure last night. In his ,82.1
worn under their uniforms.
year. In 18.-.he painted "Old V".
Prisoners Starve Themselves.
tuckv Home," and thereby established
Moscow,
April C. The political a national reputation. He also ex- orisoners with whom the local Jails celled as a portrait painter.
are crowded, have declared a "hunger strike," by refusing to partake of
food, to compel tbe authorities either
to bring them to Immediate trial or
1o order their release. Many prison- rs have been three months In Jail
wlihout being confronted with the
charges against them. The determinaprisoners to
tion of the
Ktarve themselves, increased the excitement caused by the election campaign.
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NAVAL COMPLAINTS ARE

BECOMING A NUISANCE

Bank Robber Confesses.
The
Zurich, Switzerland, April
ring Uader of the band that robbed
the Mutual Credit bank of Moscow
of $137,000, March 20. has been arrested here. He is a young Hussian,
and bad bren drinking heavily. The
police took 'him into custody on the
barge of int niciition, and later found
among his belongings a wallet filled
with Russian bank notes. When the
prisoner became sober, he voluntarily
confessed that be headed the band of
aim teen who robbed the bank.
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ELKINS OCCUPIES THE
SENATE ON RATE BILL.
Washington, I). C, April 6. Routine
business occupied the senate- a very
Elk-ifew minutes today, after-rriie'- h
took the floor on the railroad rato
bill. He announced at the outset his)
desire to secure legislation- - that
would give to the people "prompt and
adequato remedy for the 'eVrfS; injustice and wrongs of ovA'ryklfrfl practiced by railroads." or In any way
growing out of therr'ibprtloT)s," but
said that while he faVOlYfltho pending bill, ho wauled to make It "better
and stronger."
Elkins and Tillman.
There was a general discussion of
the West Virginia senator's amendment, reiiiliing a proper distribution
of cars of any given company, all
agreeing that such amendment would
be difllcult of enactment.
Tillniun wa.s among the senators
who participate-- in ;h!s controversy,
louring the progress KI U Inn referred ti
Ibi' pending bill as Tillman's
bllL
Tillman earnestly disavowed responsibility for the measure, auil Klklns
responded:
"You have gor -- It fastened ei you, wi'h all 4b disgrace ut- tetlil.ng it."
'I repudiate the intimation that
'beie Is any disgrace attached to tha
n secure a
rate
bill." respiiniled Tillman; and after
he bad enlarged somewhat uimiJI hiB
aitiimle, Kikins renin' tlmf. Tillman
bad an undue Idea of his responsibility to the public.
He said his antag-oni- s;
aclid as if be carried t(i people in bis vest pocki't. uiiij,inust take
tbeiu out every inomrilfe to assure
-
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Stock.

Mi

PROTECTION.
Washington, D. C, April 6. Kalney,
of Illinois, Immediately
after tho
huse met and the Journal had been
approved, recalled his speech on the
alleged iniquities of a protective tariff. Using the watch trust as a lesson to show how protection works In
behalf of monopolies, this lone democrat from Illinois in the national legislature, set up a "kindergarten school
for stand-pa- t
republicans."
He displayed ft number of watches
of American make, which he said had
been bought abroad and are now being resold in the United States.
"Wliy does the gentleman continue
to speak of the watch trust?" asked
Gardner. "I am a stockholder in the
Walthani company, and I have no
knowledge that there exists a trust."
"You ma'y have to show that before
the ways nd means committee," retorted Italney.
Ralnoy Grow Prophetic .
Rainey read a letter from the speaker to a friend in the west, In which It
was said that tariff revision would
come, in the not distant future.
"How can It come if the speaker
does not want It?" asked Sulzer.
"It will come because tae next house
will bo democratic," responded Rainey,
which brought applause from the democratic side.
He Also Gives Figures.
Rainey said that In 18S0 there were
twenty-seve- n
watch factories in the
United States. Now there are but
thirteen. He said there were 15 per
cent more men employed in the factories now than In 1880. But there
are 600 per cent more women and 200
per cent more children employed.
After Rainey had concluded, Mur-doe- k
t :ok the floor in a speech In favor of the bill to denature alcohol.
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Doctor Martin, of Taos, is In tho
city. FJklns made a great rate bill
i
ltech today.

"Oh," responded Tillman. "1 hopn
tbe senator is 11.11 iliirimiliul
to tlllt
sutlie pel it inns hnve lieell
from bis siifcii' nutt'cn.ing
railruad
cm, lit inns."
.,
1'll.im ivplied 4bs
Ibin.lid not
tiiuilih' him. hue he t'c't dispose. to
protest ai.Miii.--t Tillinin's
as
Ho
the only Irieii.l of Hie people.
wanted it iindcrMiioil that I.e. too, was
a ltiei.,1 of the people.
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Special to Tbe F.vfninjr Citizen.
VasMnt;l;n. O. C.. April 6. Dele-Kat- e
Andrews presented a petition
from the executive council of th
American Federation of Lubor, apalnst
the pilotage bill, which was referred
o the committee on merchant marine and fisheries; also a petition of
citizens against
pending legislation
:
for the District of Columbia.
Favorable action on the part of the'
senate committee was secttred for th
pension of $24 for John C. Anderson.
Andrews also secured from tho pension division, a pension for Juan J.
Trujillo, of Masdalena. of Company B,
First New Mexico volunteer cavalry,
for $S per month, from January 29,
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Columbus. (., April f.. Fred Castor,
alias Frank Connors, who was sentenced to ibaMi for the murder of
of tbe Krie, Pa..
Detective
today by
police force, v;i cvciiii-to expiate his crime.
t'aMur pleaded K'tiliy 10 another mur-i'-r- ,
!i at of IMhcer
Dan Davb. OsDavi-win n the
ier sh and kii'.i-Liter, with s( vital ot'.ier oftV. rs. sur-The l.rter find that the pris ui'T in
l.si- -:
,v " imi'ci - s w bile
!.;:'t ai i!
the n .t i'ay
;Ih'v weie btirul.ii'iziiiur the residence the local court
!'
Cha;iin:iii in ibis city on.
year. The con-7". if
t!i !aw d ":aa was furnierly e!' Flint.1
b.i- parents,
Mk'u., while
l
be
ta'-!i,
still live.
.i
i'"f a new trial, but!
Caster
rue mo'i "ii was denied. He remained
A
and firm t the la.--t.
short i't: .. a' i. when the remark was-iiilH.litui r v.js a strnti.; a::ii
of aijii.ishiiu tne
von in
!.U
tate, Cifstor e- HU-gin-
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house-breakin-

TODAY.
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the supreme court of tile District of
Columbia. He is the subject of a
comruunication to the president from
the secretary of the navy. The judge
had before him the other day two
youthful culprits who confl-- ssed to
There
the crime of
were extenuating circumstances, ana- were
offenders
ed to which the
young, a combination which led the
court to exercise leniency in imposing
sentence. He sent i ne of the boys
to jail for Ave months, and. upon the
representation of the attorneys and
family of the o'ber prisoner, the latter
was k leased, with tbe understanding
that he was to enlist In 1be naval ser- vice. Such instances of imposing an
enlistment in the army or navy inof
stead of senile usual ptini.-hineoffenders are rare, but they have
f
!, and always with t.ie iisulgiving gr at n. !!; to the naval

ELECTROCUTED

MURDERER

D. C. April 0. There
ahiad for Justice Gould of

Washington,
is trouble

TARIFF PROTECTION

Elk'r.s .ir.d Tillman Have Tilt
in the Senate on
Kate Bill.

Some Other Place For
Summer Exercise.

Washlngton. I). C, April 6.
Evans has been naked ny the
navy department to give his opinion
.. . V''viV'.V'."ii
of the petition received from the citizens of Provmcetown, Mass., protesting against
bull playing on Sun- aay at tbat place, while the ships of
the Atlantic fleet are there for the
summer exercises. The navy department will not be drawn into any
controversy wllli the citizens who
nnn rauit with base nail ptay.ng ty
FORTY-FOU- R
YEARS
ELIJAH DOWIE IS
enlisted ineu of the service
Hear Admiral Evens will probably
AGO TODAY SlilLOH
COMING BACK TO cum mimical e nis views to the navv
depxriment In terse and Vigorous Ian-- I
guage. or which he is capable, person-- !
ally and officially, and It Is exneeted
Was Lost and Won, and This Work Miracles and Give Faith-Nation- 's that he will suggest as a remedy and
in. leuei 01 me objecting residents
Destiny
ful Followers $10,000-Change- d. fthat the ships of his command oer- bui. i.ner evolutions Ut a
.".i.i im-iplace where they will be more wel
000 in Gold.
come, and where there will be fewer
restrictions upon the administration
of the enlisted personnel. It Is cer
PUEBLO
THt DAY GREATER THAN hVER BEFORE tain thai Sunday base ball playing
wi" not ne prohibited in the navy.
There aro very good reasons whv it
Veterans There Who Participated Has Wonderful Manuscripts Con-!
13 peiTonn on other days. It is contaming Five Books of Moses
in the Memorable
sidered that a pastime of this sort
on Sunday, at a time and a place
So Long Ago.
So He Claims.
which do not interfere with the religious observance of the day is an
important
contribution to Individual
Chicago, 111.. April" C The Dally
I'ueblo. Col., April C. Today being
No one in tho service
the fourty-foitrtanniversary of thejNews today says that John Alexander contentment.
for a moment that there will
battle of Shiloh. tho survivors of that Dowle announced In a private tele- - believes
battle living in this city and vicinity gram to oue of his deacons, that he; be any change in this policy.
will hold a memorial celebration and will return to ZIon City late Monday;
reunion this tveninj,--. The oi'taniza-- ! night and "perform n miracle." Hej EVANGELISTS OPEN CAMPAIGN
IN NEW YORK CITY.
tion of the survivors of the battle of 'promises, among other things, to
New York, April 6. The summer
in ZIon,"
Shiloh was effected last summer hi! bring to "the faithful
the National encampment of the G.i $10,000,000 in gold and several scrolls evangelistic campaign for New York
A. R. In IHniver. and Jla'tr Hoopvrjof parchment upon which are written will be opened this evnlng with a
In the meeting In Carnegie hall. In which
was chosen the first national com-ith- e
five hooka 'of Moses.
mander. Since that a great deal of In-- 1 message, which was sent from Mexico the liev. H. A. Torrey and Charles M.
terest ttias been taken in the orgaul-- i City, Dowie declared that he is '"now Alexander will take part. This will
zatlon, and the organization
of a 'greater than he ever wa believed to be the first time thov have heen
heard In this city since their return
ladles' auxiliary is seriously iTiOtightj he."
from abroad, and the meeting Is
of at this time.
On Sunday morning April Cth .44 CITY HALL BONDS
be highly successful. The
the Coufedates, under tne
demand for tickets- has been nrirTri- command of General Albert Sioney
TO BE FLOATED ou- nni1 11 wl" be necessary to hold
overflow meetings in ne!ghlorIng
Johnston, attacked Grant's army. The
churches. The speakers, who will adfirst dav's contest resulted most ta- BIG RISE IN THF NEW
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND NEW dress the Carnegie hall incotlngs will
YORK MONEY MARKET. vorablv for the Confederates, and
BUILDING TO BE RUSHED TO also speek in the overflow meetings.
Is every reason to believe that!
New
April f. Call money there
York.
COMPLETION AS RAPIDLY
AS The chorus or five hundred voices,
Ir would have ended ill a comi.lete vie- loaned at U'o per cent snartiv after the
PRACTICABLE.
y n.iu inn uenerai jonusioii neeii
which has been organized for tnis
opi ning of the stock market today.
.
occasion, will be led by Mr. Alexan- at ,he n,()s irh(.a, momvnt
1,11
K
' ,""ui during the battle.
'
I'lans for the Immediate flouting of dor. Other musical features will be
General neaure- was 25 per cent. The rise continued gard, who
command, the city hall bonds are now under the Park Sisters' cornet quartette and
succeeded to
until at noon call money loaned at 31 called ofT the battle too the
soon, and Cae way and being discussed, and plans Frcr. HaffaelU's Italian orchestra of
per cent.
next day Grant's forces, reinforced and spceifieat ions for the erection of; thirty pieces.
The Rev. I)r: Wilton
by IlueH's army of 25.000 ruen. re- - the new city hall will be called for at Merle Smith will preside at the mass
gained their lost positions and slowly once by Mayor McKce, although It Is meeting. Besides the Rev. Torrey
pressed back the army of Iteauregard, probable that the city council will the list of speakers will include the
which, after two days of hard fight- - ask for competitive bids frim the dlf - l;t'v. Dr. II. A. Stlmson. the Rev. Dr.
Ing, fell back to Corinth.
'ferent Albunuerquo architects on the o. D. Goodell, the Rev. Dr. Richard
.plans.
Hartley, the Rev. Dr. Donald Sace
Kvery cent of the $:io,no(i will hejMaekay,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
the Rev. Dr. James B.
available for the new building, as the ply, superintendent of the Bummer
upon w hlch campaign.
already
city
owns
the
lots
Soelter.
St. lxmls, Mo.. April 0. Spelter, tne city nan will uo erected, and it is
tbe Intention of Mayor McKee and INTERNATIONAL MEET
weak,' ut $j.!'7li'.
tbe new city council to rush the matOF EXPERT BOWLERS.
ter through as fast as possible in
St. Louis Wool.
Montreal, Que., April fi. Tho Inter- at the naval recriilling
office
and
ry
may
new
building
clt
tha.
order
the
T.
ft. Ixiiila, Mo., April ti. Wlxjl mar- be a reality, if possible, by the last
asked to be accepted. He was prompt- "
,
;
ket hteady and unchanged.
ly rejected, and will not be
of the present year.
by either army or navy recruiting ofwill begin here this evening.
The
beers, unless he succeeds in gettlngl
Lead and Copper.
rules governing the tourney are not
VICE
AND
PRESIDENT
New Y.'rk, April
head and co- in by assuming a new name. In the;
those f tbe Canadian Rowling asso-cllloWIFE GIVE DINNER.
r. steady and unchanged.
mean time Secretary Honaparte has
as the games will be rolled
D. C, April (i.
alleys. S
of the best
vice- - on sixty-focalled the attention of the president
New York Money Market.
ll nt
Mrs. Fairbanks will bowlers of the United States and
to the incident, and It Is expected
Pn
and
Money on call. give a dinner this evening In
April
honor Canada are heiv to take part In the
inai tne president win nave some j New York.
r
a n"
'. pi per if Mr l.evl p. Morfn. The dinner tournament, which Is open to all
thing to soy t t he Justice of the court "
"
pel ei; , nisi lua.i ne- i s expected to be an exceptionally American bowb rs. A number of
on this matter.
rbe president has eeiii; iiifti-?.recently express d himself with much gotiated at 15 uer cent. Prime mer
affair.
liable prizes will be contested for.
cantile paper,
cent. liar
feeling on the necessity of
li4'S,c.
silver,
ing a public respect for the dipnity
and honor of the soldier and sailor,
Chicago Live Stock.
and naval officers feel that the incl- bf'blcai'o, A'lfi
ip's.
i:
('erit in the
a consplcucourt
!.iif
.'Vl'S.
Mr
mail.et
ous failure to live up to the proper t'i.2."i; cows am!
ri- ;o;
sentiment. Whv criminals shuld be stockcrs am!
Texallowed Id ho free, providi d thiy re- ans, $:.ShTj 4. mi.
lieve ti e commjmii v of their care by
irki-was
Sheei Keci
sti.ing to sea is eeviind 'h-- compreiien-s.nt- i
lambs , ti
!.!.
ot naval offic. r.. who a' hor the
w a.-presitmption 'bat the service i.s to he i
made a reforma' ry f f iiicorrigibUs.
Provis
:
LVJ.th$w
P I'.-- 7..,
i f
a ilutcping
!' tt If ..
A ,r:l
!. u:i for the c;ty's
C.iicag
-scum.
;.ri.-:!!
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VESUVIUS THREATENS TO
REPEAT 79S DESTRUCTION
Naples. April U. The eruption of
most violent.
51!. Vesuvius is now
On the Pompeii side the main stream
of lava has divided into two streams,
one threatening Ottajano, a commune
of 20,000, and the other threatening
Torre del Freco, wlt'a a population of
;j0,0(io.
The danger is becoming serious.
Streams of lava, diffusing gre?
boat, are progressing with considerable rapidity in the direction of Pom-leiThe lava lias already gone two
f
miles from the crater.
and
Although the showers of ashts have
diminished here, the pccple are i'iiig
t
as a protection
umbrellas

UP

New York, April 6. Pending con- Iterlin. April 6. An amusing lithe
sidera.ion by the anthracite operators K,
,.hph h vom.h(1,, for ,lV; p)0l,
of the offer of the mine workers to
ai'thorlty,
is circulating in diplomatic
,lP.
existing
arbitrate tbe differences
twecn them, the coal workers will circles in this city. According to i.ie
make no move, and will simply wait storv ' an honorary consul-genera- l
of
ui.uC u.uus '".the Ha ken states had reached the
'"" " "".i.iajr
reply. The operators are busily en
gaged on the miners' proosltlon. The height of his ambition. The soverof op eign in whose Interests he acted had
sentiment of the
erators Is against acceptance of the; conferred a magnificent order upon
miners' offer, at least In Its' present him. As the ruler In question Is,
shann
however. In a chronic state of im- i
it is generally
left to
BITUMINOUS OPERATORS
WILLING TO ARBITRATE. these he deigns to honor io procure
Columbus, Ohio, April 6. John H. t..e : L'.:!y Jeweled sotting of the order
Winder, president of the Ohio opera- at their own
expense,
the repretors' association, telegraphed Presi- sentative to whom tbeandstory
refers.
dent Roosevelt and President Mitch- having no lack of funds, did
not
ell today from Charleston, W. Va., spare the diamonds. On a visit, to tbe
where the operators and miners are consul's city, r'ae nugust sovereign,
meeting, that the bituminous opera- who, by the way, Is a connoisseur of
tors of Ohio propose to Mitchell to precious stones, looked long and
aum
!,.me
constclk;
at the glittering
. J ,", earnestly
gum on i lie same 4er.i,s ...ai ...ucneu
.,.
,
,
s.jV ,
,1(m on h(?
proposes to the anthracite operators, nnMy cx(.,aim,(, . ..M ,,oar Mr
.
namely, by arbitration.
Y()U' vahlaMe scvvf, t,R hnve Ilot h0Pn
suffickntlv rewarded. You shall have
MITCHELL REFUSES TO
a higher cIass ,)f Ino or(1,.r. Allmv le
EXPRESS ANY OPINION.
m,HfaUl, tlis nstant."
ri,cify ,
New York, April G. When Mitch-- , Whereupon the P.alkanic
ruler
,
was sh-the bulletin from Co-- clasped the real dianumd star, coolly
limibiin today, announcing that Presi- put it Into his pocket and replaced it
dent Winder had telegraphed Presi- - by another one adorned with imitation
dint Koosevelt and f resident .vntcn- - .stones. Tbe consul ".ias now had a
ell, proposing that trie strike in the duplicate of his new order made. The
he
bituminous fields be settled on the one with the imitation Vtones
same terms which the miners have wears when the sovereign, who
to the anthracite operators stowed the order upon nim, comes to
he declined to make any comment. He: honor him with a visit.
regarded the move as "very interest- ing," he said, "but in the absence of PEOPLE APPROVE
advices, could say naming
official
BUT LORDS AGAINST,
London, April G. The bill intTo-tii- e
about the matter." The sentiment oranthracite miners' scale commit- duccd In the house of commons last
tee with regard to arbitration, is that mon: h and aiming at the removal of
the conditions in the anthracite and the embargo on the importation of
bituminous fields are widely differ- Caiia.iian cattle, will Come up for a
,
ent.
second reading today, and an interests
Ing debate is expected. The supportTo Lay It Before National Board.
Mitchell today telegraphed J. H. ers of the measure include several
Winder In reply to the proposed ar- -- Canadian members. There Is every
bit rat ion that, he would lay the pro- ),0pe that the bill will eventually pass
posal before the international execu- the lower house, but It Is feared that
tive board of the union, when It con- It will be defeated in the house of
venes in Indianapolis on April 17.
lords.

ii

AUSTRIAN EMPEROR MAKES
'
PEACE WITH HUNGAKIANS
Vienna, April (i. Peace between the
crown and the Hungarians has been
concluded ami the parliamentary cri
sis is over. Preraitr Fejervary has
resigned and Alexander Wekerlc has
lieen appointed premier, with the man
date to form a conciliatory cabinet
tor Hungary.

QUITE TODAY

Objects to Naval People Rainey of Illinois, Lone
Playing Ball When
Democrat From
Visiting There.
His State,

BITUMINOUS OWNERS AGREE PASTE DIAMONDS PREFRRED

ENDS IN HUNGARY

RS

INTERESTING

OBSERVANCE

Expedition Starts to Pun- Anthracite Operators Are Honors Dear in'Conntry
Averse to Arbitrating
Whose Monarch
ish Natives in British
South
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rd over eighteen months In the regular army.
The crnnd mnrch for the dance Is
being rehearsed every night' by the
company.
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DOLLAR BILL
DOLLAR BILL
IN TRINIDAD.

Because this is a new drug
store, the stock Is Incomplete.
Just come In and fee. W'e have
the stock to furnish you any

j
One of the cleverest and most
"raised" bills which has ever
gcrou
come to liKlit In Trhildad was recently;
some time a enre-- j
dif vered andwasfor made
for the per-search
fill

FRIDAY,

WANT

POPULAR

MAHC A TEN
OUT OF A TWO
AND PASSED IT

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

Mavbe YouThinkl

RAISED BILL WAS FLOATED
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EVENING
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6,

1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS
X

COLUMNS
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Montezuma Trust Co

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business
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Offlalal Paper of iTernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
SaaacsiM Pftai Aftersson Dispatches.
Urfsat City tnd County Circulatt.
TM Lircnl Ntw Mexico Orculatlo..
tt
Nnrthsrs Arsons Clrculitlt.
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of the fraud, says the Advertiser. It was thought that he might
make nn attempt to Issue other samTtNMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
ples of his handiwork, but as he failed
15.00
in aaWanea.
falrr br MIL on.
ns no other bills
sr to do so. or at least
rvettr ar mail. par month
Wfaafcrjr ar anaO. one year
too have been reported. It Is presumed
.,.
n.
mat ne na
"ralaarT 111 was
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month in ninny "..,..
" "
most, remarkable and difficult feat.
Twa Cvbmtwo Cmm will ba d.llred In ttw a
per weak, or for 80 In thp nrst place a - um
atlr at Um low rara of 20paid
null
monthly.
to a $10 bill by the
raised
aaaaai ar month, whan
ana il was
.
.
a
l.lll .nla1
laii.cvi in til.
i
a
use
01 inn.
on
Application
Known
Hade
Rites
aUrtrtlilng
l.i. t It la vprv fiil
.o wio a
one attempt
any
tbat
will aanfar a faror br notrfylna- - ua dom
. i
.
.
.
"onlalfltr
of tha papar.
diataly an any
r but
12 bill tor xne purpimu
aVl Wttare and ravnittancaa should ba addraaaad to
l)r.. . Greenfield first got the bill,
fraudit
ihat
Taa CiTiaaM Plluhino CouraNT. Drafta, ne ma
umw.c.
afcaaka. poatofnta and axpraaa raonay ordVra
tne
at
change
secured
A man
aaaat ba aaada payabla to tbr ardar of tha ulent.
IB
Vila
1.M1 An.t
'
i"
drug store lor a Ala
wainr.
-supiosed to nave
Is not certain.
Colorado IT-- bill, but Dr. Greenfield
Automatic 183
.
Vviii
trip
4s
Later, he toon tne same
it was taken by Chaj.
where
. ..
Mr
Mitcneu. aKu .finramr.tbill.
discovered the character of the
and called Ur. ureenueiu
nit It- Over
,lv-- turn
.
'
to it. l ney
Captain Bowlden and tne
Police
to
SHIPBUILD' "
United States omens
mainnotified. A close watch wa ' would
tained to see if the "raiser
attempt to do more work here, but he
ING
did not.
1
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drug store. WV fill prescripNo extra
accurately.
tions
rhr.rge for delivery.

HAPCOODS (Ine.). Brain Lot-l-Broker
911 Chemical BuUdlny, St.

HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
EAST RAILROAD
Raynolds'

Opposite

AVE.
New

Bid.

tOOOOOOO!

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
g
Full Set of Teeth
$6.00 V"
Crowns
$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
50c
Painles Extracting

ld

U

.Till
W

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B. F.

ROOM 12,

The loose change in

n--

I

m

book-keepin-

MARCH WAS

LAND

OFFICE

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,
ALMOST TWICE AS MANY CLAIMS
vni.
FILED AS IN ANY
MONTH.

vincn

During the month of March, just
io2 hninesteail unil
33 desert claims filed in the Hostel
i ne i"""
United States land otllce.
was 435. The largest number before
was In the January preceding, when
At that time
that number was considered very
large, but now the month ot Mam
I,.- iimiMeil It. This record
has a wonderful meaning. It shows
that this portion of the territory in
developing right now at a wonderful
and at a rate never equalled or
rate
........ .v,,,i,t ,.r lw.fnre.
It shows
that right now this part of the terri
tory Is drawing tne internum oi
from the central states than it
ever did before.

Mark.

Human Blood

AT LAS CRUCES TODAY
ACCEPT8 INVITATION TO ATTEND
BALL THERE ON APRIL j.

letter

was received al I.an TruWednesday morning from Governor Herbert J. liagerman to Lieutenant Colonel Kugene Van Pal ten, in
which he accepts the Invitation sent
him by Company A, territorial national guards, to lie present at the bis
military l.all to lie given at Las Cru-cetonight.
A correspondent
Cruces
at
writes that the news was received
with great rejoicing by the people of
the valley, this being his first visit,
and they all intend to chow the new
governor a good time.
The military ball will surpass anything of the kind ever given in I,as
Cruces. Tile rink, the town entertain- ment nail, is being decorated by experts under the supervision of A. X.
Segal, window
dresser for Henry
Stocs.
Hundreds of yards of red,
white and blue bunting have already
been placed, while countless numbers
of electric lights help to adorn the l.ig
ball.
Among those who are to be present
are Adjutant General Tarkington, of
Santa Ke, the thief aide on Governor
liageruiau's staff. Lieutenant Colonel
Paddock, of Fort W'iiigate, Captain
W. II. H. 'Llewellyn, Judge Advocate
General Major Meyers, of Silver City,
and Lieuteuant Colonel Van Patten.
The national guard company at this
place Is one of the l'Bt drilled in the
territory, and expects to take first
prize at the territorial encampment
to le held at Al!.uitierqiie in July. It.
li. Hart, l V. Case and Philip lvs
auer are captain and lieutenants, respectively. Lieutenant Case has
s

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

PRICE IS CHARGED WITH
FIRST DEGREE MURDER
TRIAL OF CONDUCTOR
CURTIS'
SLAYER WILL COMMENCE
AT
PORTALES, N. M., THIS WEEK.
A dispatch
Portales, dated
from
April 4, says:
Murder in the first degree was the
Indictment rendered this afternoon by

the grand jury at Portales, against
L. Price, the news agent, who shot
and killed Conductor F. R. Curtis Friday night.
A conviction on an indictment
of
this character in New Mexico carries
A cononly the sentence of death.
viction of murder in the second degree carries a penalty as high as life
IniprlKonmeal,
of
in the discretion
the judge. K. M. Price and C. L. Trice
of Kentucky, brothers of the prisoner,
are at Portales, and will do all In
their power for the defense. The
trial will likely be commenced this
B.

tale of horror was told by mniKS
of human blood in the home of J. W.
Williams, a well known merchant of
Bac Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
ago' I had severe hemorrhages of the
lungs, and was near death when 1 week.
began taking Dr. King's New Discovery. It completely cured me and I
STOPS ANY ITCHING.
have remained well ever since." It
cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs,
settled colds and bronchitis, and Is Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
Itching Piles Albuquerque People
the only known cure for weak lungs.
Recommend It.
Every bottle guaranteed by all druggists, .".ne and $1. Trial bottle free.
One application of Doan's Ointment
st ps any itching.
Short treatment
CHINESE BRIDES ARE
cures eczema, itching piles, salt rheum
any
eruption or skin itching. It
KEPT FROM AMERICA is the skin
cheapest remedy to use, because ho little of It is required to
THE bring relief and a cure. Here Is AlbuENTER
CAN
HUSBANDS
COUNTRY, BUT THEIR WIVES querque testimony to prove it:
MUST STAY OUT.
Mrs. R. E. White, rooming house.
2 12 North Stcond street, says: "There
In
A dispatch from HI Paso ways:
came to my notice some time ago a
the case of four Chinese bridal case of eczema or of some disease ot
couples in Juarez, Mexico, applying the skin, which had resisted all the
for admission to the United States, efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
the bridegrooms being native born Ointment was procured at a drus
and residents of San Francisco, the store and a course of the treatment
secretary of the Department of Com- commenced. It gave positive relief,
merce and Iabor advises local imman application or two. and upon
igration ofllcers that the brides can- alter
a continuation of it f.r some time, the
not enter.
annoyance
This Information
He holds that no woman forbidden should be ofceased. value to residents
untold
l.y law to enter the
United
States of Albuquerque
who are In quest of an
alone and of her own accord, can gain article upon which they can depend
Lie privilege by marrying an Ameri- to cure any itchiness of the skin or
can citizen. Thus the brides are eruption thereof."
barred, though the husbands can reF,:r sale by all dealers.
Price 50
turn home.
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburY.. sole agents for the United States.
and Liver Trouble.
name Doan's and
Kememlier
Suffered for Five Year With Kidney take no other. the
"I suffered for five years with kidney and liver trouble, which caused
severe pains across ine back and a PROMOTER TALLMADGE
BRINGS THREE SUITS
blinding headache.
had dyspepsia
W. W. Gatewood. attorney, filed
could
and was so constipated that
suits at Roswell Saturday, one
not move my bowels without a ca- three
for C. L. and E. R. Tallmadgu anainst
I was cured by Chamberthartic.
A. P. Deem, and the other two for C.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
In
have been well now for six months," L. Tallmadge against A. Anderson.
of the first plaintiff asks for judKHienl
says Mr. Arthur S. Strickland
and
Chattanooga. Tenn. For sale l.y all for an alleged note for $:l,r.oo.
at 5 per cent from January 3).
druggists.
I'."1'.. In the second plaintiff asks for
An old actor dropped dead in a Judgment
for payment of an alleged
New York saloon just as he was about note for $1,200 and another alleged
to recite "The Face On the Barroom note for $1,MU( with interest bringing
Floor." He may have been lucky at them Up to $l,40O and $2,110, respectthat. The crowd minlit have beaten ively, in the third plaintiff asks for
lihi to (bath if he had got far Into an attachment on property to secure
an alleged note for $l,too.
the recitation.
A

GOVERNOR WILL BE

A

ONE FOR

ROSWELL

recommended in his last report that
congress authorize the construction
of another drydock capable of taking
the largest vessels of the navy, and
congress will do so. This Is ono of
many naval improvements needed on
the Pacific coast.
Reports from the Bremerton navy
yard illustrate again the need for
government shipbuilding yards. It is
found quite impossible to maintain a
uniform quantity of repair work at
these yards without steady work. A
big vessel comes in to be repaired or
docked, then the vessel leaves and the
yards have to run slack for several
weeks or months. The men lrlft to
Seattle and Tacoma, go Into other
employments, and are not available
when needed again.
The navy department believes that
there would be great advantages if
permanent
shipbuilding work were
maintained at these and other yards.
The men would be able to live near
by, and would be assured of steady
remunerative employment. When a
rush of repair work came, the men
could le spared from the continuing
work for this purpose.
The only way this desirable result
can be secured will be by a very clear
nd Imperative demand on the part
of the people of the Puclfic slope, directed to their representatives and
senators. In this organized labor
could help considerably.

ces
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15c.

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and a high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
and strictly private.
One
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamtsblp tickets to and from mil
parts of tbe world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Aie.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

ff.aJ.aSj.

f

,f

St

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

WANTED."
WANTED
Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED Wugea ?atd while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
A HOME
Moler System College, Lob Angeles,
You could1 be proud of,
Cal.
WANTED Men in eacn state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modleave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for ern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S., etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
Atlas block, Chicago.
; say cash.
WANTED A salesman alul
muBt speak Spanish; goo
wages guaranteed to the right man;
PORTERFIELD 4. CO.
best of reierences required. , Appl
110 West Gold Avenue.
in writing, to A. Kempenic-hPer

tit

(tems&sQ

Wmk

i

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaJdridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

book-keeper-

alta,

t

wm)

CHARGE,

our is offices maay fciecutive. Clerical and Technical
positions and good opportunities for men havinf
money to invest with their aarvkaa. Write us
statins-- position desired.

start

mm

- MINfMUM

PERMANENT SALARIED POSITIONS
ability. Wa
at onra
if men of busineM-irettthundrrrl of men who can present Mirh trade prnpmi-tiuand prodiica results. Previous experience not
Choice of desirable location.
Kiceltent
essential.
We also hare listed in
opportunity for advancement.

dian, nu
from Mexico, to wiw"
toY a
an undefeated local champion,
stands
i.i,iioW
:
nurse of
i,u'. jnuuin
and six inches in his stock-of you pockets will
feet
a
ing feet and has long Indian locks
"thlt bank account. Deposit with the bank
'V"S"f,
shinv black hair.
c
Taylor, renerairs
Jcffrlea
J.
fight
James
and pay your bills by check. Your
Mlddleskywill
.,
tnr th world s
at any Time. bu)"'
check book shows Just where your
championship. Middlesky has had a
money went and for wfial purpose.
"
New York instrucior.
3IHI pounds.
Your money slips away without
BurgHunting
While
Cold
any
trace when you do not keep a
Caunht
lar.
provinrecord of your receipts and expenMr Wm. Thos. l.anorgan,
cial - constable at Chapleau,coldOntario,
ditures. A checking account rewhile
says- "I caught a severe
swamp
cords every Item, saves time and
hunting a burglar in the forest
Chamberlain's
Hearing
of
fall.
last
trouble. It's a great convenience.
after
Cough Remedy, 1 triad it, and comYour checks are returned to you
I was
using two small
Is inpletely cured." This remedy
when you have your bank book
and
coughs
tended especially for
balon can have-ibalanced.
loosen and releven a
colds. It . will
- - severe coin im l..t.a lime
any
It
time.
anced
be
at
should
favorite
a
other treatment and isnnnl1aT1ftD ft ft Q
once
balanced
a
least
at
month.
wherever Its superior
diug-gist- s.
become known. For Bale by all
The bank does your

jUhimiiI

Make your want
known througn
these column.
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i Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
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ned
any up to date
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HE

iu
IS ANXIOUS
JEFFFRIES,
MEET CHAMPION PUGILIST.
Tipping the beam at 350 Poland In the pink of condition

e

To be found in

TO FIGHT

WANTS

t per word, each

Sick Room Requisite

ALL

RED GIANT WHO

Washington, D. C. April 4. In hia
last message to congress President
Jtoosevelt recommended that congress
appropriate money to replace all the
old turreted monitors with up to date
battle-chip- s
battleships, and that third-ratand most of the old cruisers
should be put out of commission. As
the Asiatic station now is the refuge
(or this old dead wood of our navy,
this policy wll leventually mean the
beginning of a decent fleet in the
Asiatic waters, and the consequent
necessity for a sufficient naval base
on the Pacific coast.
At the Bremerton navy yard there
is plenty of water and good harbor
room, but the one drydock available
for battleships Is plainly not enough
to meet the needs of a fleet such as
will always have to be maintained on
the Asiatic fat Ion. Admiral Capps

One ce

or

prtr-to- r

r"

Mlllllii

Here you'll find
what you've been
locking for.

Drug, Medicine,

fice.
FOR SALE A good general merchandise and grocery business, with meat

market included, and buildings for
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Black Mouorca and Bar
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
ing; 75 cents per netting. Ed.
Alliuaueraue. N. M.
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A firit-ciasreieu,
el'uibuu; uiau uew
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at Tbe Citizen of
fire for particulars.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you interested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. TIL. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wne

v.

New furniture of four-roohouse; sewing machine, Jew"Cheap, if sold at
el gas stove.
inc. E. C. Fuehr, 406 South
Fourth, street
FOR SALE Cheap, two corner lots In
Eastern addition, or will trade for
horse and wagon; part on monthly
Apply to A. J. Robertson,
payments.
l2oti south Edith.
"'
"
BUSINESS" EXCHANGE.
TO'eXCHANGE I have some ranchee
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
The exchange man.
McSPADDEN
exchanges.
See htm for business
300 South Broadway.
I have property il
TO LXCHANGE
Missouri, Kansas
Iowa,
Illinois
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
FOR SALE

Htoadway.

LOST.
'S T - Long,
black fur boa, along
s i. t car line in Old Tow n, leave
at Citizen office and
receive

EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A
LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
DAILY.

A 8ANTA

FE

RY.

N. M.

WANTED Good men, ainy number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
First street.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Good barn, ITi West
Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnlsh
ed rooms In new house. 613 East
Coal avenue.
d
FOR RENT One very pleasant
front room. Apply 517 South
Broadway.
FOR RENT FurnisneC rooms, for
gentlemen only; no Invalids. Ap
ply at 20!) Hazoldine avenue.
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynar
Gunsul.
FOR RENT three, four and five room
houses, modern. W. H. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Good' saddle. 1217 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE All lots in Oorouada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SA1.E At a sacrifice, rubber
tired buggy and harness. 518 South
Edith street.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE uist your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE Furniture of six rooms;
Inalso, modern house for rent.
quire over Farr's meat market.
FOR SALE A drug store In good lit
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good business for city property. T. L. McSpadden, 301) South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
For particutew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F, Trotter's.
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bargain; will take small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
South Broadway.
For
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
cfly or ranch property, a new furnished rooming house. Best location
in the city. AddreBS F. J., this of-
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Notarial

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

work

CARDS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DENTI8TS.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
,

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
avenue.
No. 308 Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
DR.

....,...,....

sunn

U. 8. DJ3POSITORT.

J

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

PHYSICIANS.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

DR. R. L. HUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
in attendance. Both 'phones.

Preside!
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Directs

........

c

OR?,'

mm.

''!
$500,009
$250,000.a

Santa Fe Railway Company

6--

Hlgh-Frequen- cy

DR. W. G. SHADRACH,

OCDXrXXrCC)CCZC3 oo coooooooooooo

!

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
lines. Office, 313
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 6

Tiie State National Bank

Practice

o! Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus amr Profits

p. rr

$100,000 00
17,000 00

NURSE.
Mr. M. R. Wharram,

Barnett building.

Auto
phone, 613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepand other Battle Creelc methRoom

31,

O.

y

ods.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.

BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.
LAWYERS.

Black

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl
J

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts ot the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.

"OLD RBLIABLE"

.

32

N. W., Washington,

F street

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNET-AT-LAW- .
Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

lands,

ESTABLISHED 1171

L. B.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest. .
(

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAIL! DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. st.

IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
To sav that our prestige is never ques
tioned. Our reputation for sanitary
and scientific plumbing has been earned only from the execution cf
grade work in this line, which
embraces all kinds of sanitary plumbing, gas fitting, steam and toot water
heating. Wo are always fair in our
price. We carry the finest line of garden hose in the city.

LAND MATTERS.

H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
BEAUTY CULTURE.

t

-

Late of New York city. The lates
scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
lng.
Electrolytic
automatic
massage, 613 West Gold avenue.
Auto phone 279.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
OfJlce with W. B. Chllders, 117 Vri
Cold avenue.
ARCHITECTS.
P. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
ACCOUNTANT.
Books aud
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, improved
systems installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
A Lucky Postmistress.
Is Mrs. Alexander of Cary. Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
bo the best remedy she ever tried for
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels in perfect order. You'll agree with
her if you try these painless purifiers
that infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 25c.
o
Every vehicle on our floors has
two weeks' notice to get out. We
need the room nioro than wo need the
Albuquerque Carriage Co.
money.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,Graduate of Parisian Institute.

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

Colo. Red 115.

A.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS: '
N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

Standard Heating; & Plumbing
Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

J.

C.

BiiLDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
tock'
F1Mler Llm6' Csmeai.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doers, ets.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

Co.

Colo., Red 284; Auto-

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.FRIDAY, APRIL

KILLING

CITIZEN.

TOWLE'S NEW
LOG CM BIN SYRUP
"PENOCHE

Say fcye Witnesses to Shootinr!
of Policeman Martinez
by Nasario Alarid.
DESCRIPTION

OF

MURDLR

Wednesday The Evening Citizen
published a special dispatch from San-lFe. Riving some details of the
.shooting and killing of Night Policeman Camlllo Martinez by Nasario
Alarid. In that city, Tuesday night.
The following account from eyewitnesses show that the murder was
a mcM. atrocious crime and was a
affair:
George C. Atkinson, the bartender
at the Claire saloon where the crime
was committed, said that he saw the
affair and that Martinez was killed
In cold blood:
"As I remember It, Martinez had
just taken a drink of whiskey and was
raising a glass of water In his hand
preparatory to drinking it, when the
man who did the shooting and whose
name I do not know, placed a revolver
against the policeman's head and
fired.
Martinez sank slowly to the
floor while his slayer started through
the door, but was caught and disarmed. If there was a quarrel, I knew
nothing of It. Not a word passed be
tween Martinez and the man who shot
him, to my knowledge."
Mr. Coray'a Vivid Description.
E. G. Coray, the electrical contrac
tor who has charge of wiring the new
High school and other buildings In
Santa Fe. was standing within a few
feet of Martinez at the time the shot.
was fired, talking to Charles W.
The bullet .which killed the po
liccman either passed between the
two mtn or just above their 'heads. In
speaking of the shooting Mr. coray
a

OVER TO THE
NEXT GRAND JURY
A plea of not guilty was entered by

Nazario Alarid. charged with tnemur
ler of Policeman Camillo Martinez at
the preliminary examination held be
fore Judge John R. McFte, of the
First district court at 10 o'clock yes
tcrdav morning, und he was bound
over to the grand jury without ball
About 10 o'clock yesterday morning
Alarid was taken to the penitentiary
where he has been confined since the
murder, to the court house by Deputy
Sheriff R. L. Baca and Mounted Po
llceman R. C. Huber and Roy Stewart. A carriage was used In convey
ing him to the court house, in order
tv prevent any possible chance of escape, and also to avoid the crowds of
spectators which would have been attracted.
Judge John R. McFie was on the
bench, and on motion of District Attorney E. C. Abbott, who represented
the territory, a new warrant, charging murder In the first degree was
served upon Alarid by Deputy Sheriff
The reason given uy DisR. L. Baca.
trict Attorney Abbott for serving a
new warrant was that he desired
that there should be no flaws and the
action was taken as an extra precaution.
Following the serving of the warrant, the complaint was read by Clerk
f the Court A. M. Bergere, in spite
of the motion of Attorney Hilario I,.
Ortin, who represents Alarid, that the
reading of the complaint be waived.
Attorney Ortiz also made a motion
that the preliminary examination be
waived, but District Attorney Ablott
would not consent.
During the reading of the complaint
Alarid, who had assumed a position in
front of the Judge's stand, wore a dejected and downcast look, and at its
conclusion said, "l am u.it guilty."
BIDS WANTED.

ELKS' THEATRE

7th

to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next nrecedin the snrvev of
the township, viz:
Edward P. Otero, of Albuaueraue.
N. M.; Sisto Daco y Daca. of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to pro
test against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substan
tial reason under the laws and regu
lations of the Interior Department
why such proof should not be allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claim
ant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
Register.

HEARTS

AN IDOLIZED STORY OF LIFE IN

THE ARKANSAS HILL8.
A

Presented With
CAREFULLY CHOSEN COMPANY.

Superb Scenic Sensations.
Marvelous Mechanical Magnitude
Seats c- i- sale at Matson's Thurs
day, April ...
50c, 75c and $1

Prices
Children

25c

above-mention-

Log Cabin Penoche on hot bread, cakes, biscuits gives just that daintiness of flavor
you will always like makes the best candy you ever tasted. Children love it and
it is good for them. Makes Home Sweet Home.

cross-exami-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1G00.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

Drop a Postal for the book with a hundred new recipes
for candies and desserts, "Penoche Secrets," free
ho

THE TOWLE MAPLE SYRUP COMPANY, ST, PAUL, MINN.
Makers of Towle's Famous Log Cabin Molasses.
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BEING THE ST0RY

! VARMKHPn

9F AN
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FARMER IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE

UN- -

HHMRQT

& &

Tillman has passed his novitiate. It
many a day since he was offered
any form of bribe. The fires of his
trial were In those days In South Car-olina when he ran for governor and
stumped the state, county by county,'
in joint debate with the candidate of
the opposition. Those were no pink
tea affairs. Bullies were hired to set
upon him. Traps were laid to ensnare
him. Bribes were dangled to entice;
him. It was war against the combined
political, social, financial and traditional powers of Uils state. The far-- ,
mers were in revolt, led by a
farmer armed with a pitchfork. The
farmers won.
It is Tillman's own testimony that
his hardest trial came after he had
boon elected governor.
He faced a!
corrupt legislature, and he denounced!
it to the people. He was In turn hlm-- i
self accused of corruption; an ac-- ;
enantlnn w t r Via mat l,li itiflanna
Let the people decide that," said
Tillman.
DIOGENES, HUNTING FOR AN HONEST MAN. FINDS HIM IN THE
The people's verdict was not to be
AMERICAN SENATE.
acmistaken and since that day the
cusation has not been repeated. The
1(t.i1 n.t I1ti u'Qu nfnrmod
Th t erf a ft. 'Pertaining to the multitude or com- - vulgar. What of It? What is vulgarT
Tliat is what he is of the multitude
t
er v.
Tho T,en,,ie hn.l mon people." (Centuryday8-a- Dictionary.)
1 hc'
th?SB
nd
cr common people. It has been his
,wJr "n6.1
returned to power, and they sent Till-- ! 1,eve
ln aI1 days- boast. And why should it not? The
man to the senate.
Tillman Is a man of character. He fling is at his constituents, not at him.
Why is Tillman? He is, because he
He Is strong with the
No one could glance at Benjamin R,
Is the people's protest against graft, Is rugged.
He is, because the people have per- - strength of the granite cliff which 1 illman and doubt that he is a fighter,
feet confidence that he Is honest. Hej looms scarred and unlovely against the His visage is seamed, his Jaw square
is not brilliant. He Is not clever. He sky. He Is strong with the strength and set, and when aroused to action
Is not eloquent except ln the sense of the man wltn one Idea. Tillman is he has a way of thrusting it forward
that "eloquence is the man." He Is eloquent with the eloquence of real that suggests the bull dog. Ixt one
not diplomatic or polished or tactful conviction. He speaks to get rid of of his colleagues mention negro suff
SENATOR B. R. TILLMAN.
He Is not discreet, or learned, or wise, his thoughts; not to weave a beaute- - rage, and the onlooker will be remindWashington, D. C, Aprll 6 There! wl,n ,he wl8(lom of looks. He is hon - ous tapestry of words. So he is heard, ed of a viciousg watchdog emerging
even in the senate, when the Depews from his kennel,-growlinand showing
is all. ,
are honest men In congress. Not:lest.n tThat
,,111,11, lifo
Pn- - and Wirakerii address emotv chairs.
t .
,h t ,
his teeth.
many but one faere and there.
j
Is
But It Is said of Tillman that he
litical and personal honesty is a
Ix--t
his colleagues continue tho of'
It is a somewhat delicate task to
fensive topic, taking an Incidental
name them. Human judgments are
kick at the south; Tillman Is outNof
his st at and half way up the middle
fallible; and anything is possible so
aiHle.
His brows have knitted into a
long as the man is alive.
menacing frown, his lips curl with an
That Benjamin Ryan Tillman is
expression of savage hate, his solitary
honest Is a conviction for which I am
eye gleams like a coal, his whole atwilling to risk a reputation based on
Is a menace. At such a moment
titude
ten years' close range observation of
ho is not a pleasant object to lehold.
politics and politicians. If Tillman
And what he says will not be pleasant
is proved dishonest, I am willing to
for the other party to hear.
go back to the lobbies of the Chicago
Hut Benjamin R. Tillman Is no zeacity council and the Illinois legislalot. He has the saving graco of huture, and begin my education in the
mor. He Is iMssessed of a sane, whole- ways of graft, with Bath House Joun
some mind and a kind and genial rtls-- j
and the successor to Charles T. Yer-keposition.
He fights and forgives. He
If it can be shown that Tillman
is tiK big to cherish many personal
is a grafter I will agree to take Wilanimosities. He respects and admires
liam A. Clark of Montana as my model
the hitperior attributes of an opponof civic virtue.
ent. His warmest friends are found
Tillman was governor of his state
men
us Spooner and
among such
and In that position brought the liqt'hamlh r the latter of whom is a
uor traffic under state control. Any
tni-ti- d
adviser, the former a constant
man who can do that without getting
op; netit in debate, and never
rich Is entitled to respect. And Tillto his councils. He admires a
man is not rich.
man, though he be an enemy.
Any man who can serve ten years
Yes: the senate has lure and there
in the United States senate without
There is Tillman
its honest man.
becoming a co partner with Stephen
Morgan, Daniel, Teller and yes, Bev
B. Elkins or Arthur B. Gorman in the
there may be one or
railway business, has a right to be re- uow TILLMAN, ON THE WARPATH DOWN THE MIMl'I.E AISLE OF eride. Perhaps
two others. It Is hard to tell.
THE SENATE, LOOKS TO HIS COL l.E C 'ES.
garded as honest.
Is

1
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FELT GRATEFUL FOR
GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS
WHICH WERE APPLIED TO NEEDED
REPAIRS AT CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
an
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following (ircular
We thank you f
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BOY SINGERS.

MARVELOUS
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Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support cf hlg claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stata., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, .township 7
north, rango 2 east, and lot 2, eec
tions 7 and 18, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta. N. M.; Higinlo Chavez, of
Peralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al
buquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against he allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial re
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross- famine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Iand Office, Santa Fe, N. M
March 8, 1306.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of hia Intention . to make final
proof In support of his claim, under
sections lfi and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (2G Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made bofore the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M
on April 17, 190C, viz., Emillo Sanchez
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
In sections 24 and 25, township
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Peralta, N. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fenilnlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M and Manuel Alderete,
of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
cf the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE

cross-examin-

r
HIGH

Under auspice of
SCHOOL ATHLETIC

Matinee Price .
Evening Concert

ASS'N.

25c
50c and 75c

Reserved seats on sale at Matson's

D.5EtG.system
...SANTA

fTmUNCli...

Effective December

Westbound.

Eaatbound.
No. 426.

3:00am

10,1905

Stations.
Pueblo

No. 425.
11:05 pm

9:40pm
7:00 p m
7:30am
Espanola
1:26 p m
12:51pm
11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
11:36 pin
Barranca
3:00 pm
10:29pm
4:02 p m
Servllleta
4:35 a m

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

10:00pm
Tres Pledras
8:10 pm
Antontto
6:40am
Alamosa
2:11pm
12:26 pm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango. Sllvertoi
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo And
intermediate points, via either tn
standard gauge line via La veta Pan
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL.
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creeds branch.
a. 8. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
4:32 p m
6:45 p m
8:30 p m

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 190S.)
Eaitbound.
No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrives 7:W
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kausas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrive
6:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrlvea
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m-- , departs 11:6!.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15

namblnl, at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treat
mint, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives tnassaxe treatment and manlcur.
ing. Mrs. Hambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious. Sho also prepares a hair tonic
that cun and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; r stores life to dead
hair: removes moles, warts and sup. m.
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, a Local freight train, No. 99, southlreckle cure and pimple cure and pile
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and carcure. All of theso preparations are
ries passengers.
Sunday
be
to
held
Have
vegetable
compounds.
purely
service
ication
Arrive From South.
just added a vibrator machine for No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 1:60
Anril x. I'.'i'fi. at 11 a. in.
Angeles,
Cab,
of
Day,
Los
cure
f
scalp,
ami
face,
F.
of
W
treatment
a. m.
lr
U is ulso used for rheuma- No. 10 makes all local stops east of
Dr. ('. H. Sma'l of Cleveland. Ohio, wrinkles.
,
pres-massage.
D.
will
be
Kingsbury
pains
tism,
J.
and
ami In.
Albuquerque.
.1. W. BARRON,
..
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
Pastor.
HELP
WILL
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
.
BUILD O'NEILL MONUMENT No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
Trustees William Farr. N. E.
Strong,
It Is stated that in view of tne fact
.1. ('. llaldridge, Frank
San Francisco.
.1. IV
Palmer. .1. H. Bcarrup, S. Por- - that the late Captain William O'Neill All trains daily.
Bryce.
ot
as
sheriff
served with distinction
t, t'w:.! and William
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Coconino count, Arl.ona. there is a
ng
am
on
the
movement
foot
BIDS WAITED
MERCHANT JTAIL0R1NG
of lliat county to make a liberal
contribution to the Captain William UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
want-- d
for 20.01)1) ties, 7'i feet O'Neill Kouglii Rider monument fund.
l!i
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
O. BAM:d not less than C inches thick.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
Ties to be deliv-at the small
''!.
A happy home Is the most valuable
Algodoaes.
und' reigned at
evd
My mercnant tailoring mep Is upIs within the reach
1, must be in not later than April possession that
over No. 2f! West Railroad avestairs
you
Its
enjoy
cannot
mankind,
but
of
,,.
A.
J FRANK.
1.,
I solicit the patronage ot
nue,
where
suffering1
you
it'
are
from
comforts
M.
N.
Algodones,
rheumatism. You throw HSide busi- the public. All work guaranteed first
ness cares when you enter your homo class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
M iting
evi lit to take and you can be relieved fiom those perleuce In the business. Suits mad
-t
' i' Hi is to 1,1 the
t
rheumatic pains also by applying to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
nee Chamberlain's Pain Halm.
cone t' April l't.
repaired. The specific I use will noC
One application will give you relief and Its Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
continuiil use for a short timo will also cleaned and walking skirts mad
n t'h at" in clothes hrin
about a permanent cure. For to crder. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI. .
S. sale by a'l druirists.
ti's .1 on pa-- 'e
Ste-i-u--

the trustees of
iliurch asknowl- ntly subscribed
repairs, in the

ELKS' THEATRE

March Z!, 1906.

1

Bids will be received at the office
the clerk of the board of county
commissi oners of Bernalillo county, up
to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Saturday, April 14. 1'jOii. at the court
houe of sai.I county, in Albuquerque,
for the doins of the following work:
Firsr. for repairs and additions to
And there she tolled, till late at night,.
The county bridge over the Rio Grande
Picking the lumps of anthracite
at Barelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
.That lay beside the railroad trad.
And dropping them lu her gunti sack.
.ion of the county bridge at Corr&lles.
-Ha, ha." said Maud. "I'd like to see
Third, tor work upon, and in the
The coal trust get the best of me "
of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, (:r dyke construction at
' I cau't
Perkins.
help admiring
Atrisco and other worn for the pro
u true optimist."
He's
In
floods
from
that
property
of
tection
A woman may know how to dress for
"Is be?"
vipinit v.
He rends Hie weather re- "Yes.
dinner,
Mi.W ran be submitted for either or
old
any
supper
ports every dav."
or
For theater,
f c:.
tour different pieces of
thing;
work, a:H the board reserves tho
this
But where on this earth is the man
"Are you goiiK to mnvi
ST1
any
or
arcept
t
rej-cor
i
rltht t
who knows how
fprtng
w oui ;
bids.
My wife thinks
To dress for the uncertain weather
"No.
ibi work is to be done accordin
mote fun 10 clean bouse
of spring?
whli h can be seen
.
upon application to the clcrl. of the
A New Haven man lias bad to go
Where She Was Kicked.
board a', 'be court non.-Mrs. Haber'iiiig was kicked by
to the bankruptcy court because bis
coutry
of
board
w
k
itv ord r o:' tne
of cow on Wednesday of this
sun eloped. That's unfortunate.
.".
C
course but think of the son.
Orient S. D- Argus.
Lni.
A. i:. WALKER
Clerk of
Pn.bat,. CI- -'. an!
caster who
-i
Oil account of the high license in
"Notice there's u
th iio.ir.i or curry C.unmUs oners C!.':"aun. call beer is higher.
says t he weal her u1 e, 01 will
Mc:c).
New
i. :ot" h atii ad."
of Bernalil'.o C)':u:y,
should retaliate by canning dav give forecasts
March 21, l''0r.
'Well, why not? Tm o::u,ht to lie
r own beer.
o- ablo to do thai a., v.e'l a.s for u day
for
Cbamherlains Salve is pood u.e
Old Majd.
ahead."
Same
allays
It
skiu.
any disease of the
Maud Muller, at the bleak of day,
inItching and burning sensation
Trv n cM z
!,;piic to the railroad, far away,
drugs'.-'"5- all
by
sale
stantly. For

of

FOR

T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
Ho names the following witnesses

Towle's Log Cabin Maple Sytup

said:

BOUND

NOTICE

HUMAN

so-call- ed

Dud-row-

"I witnessed the whole thing. As I
remember it. three men entered the
salcon at about the same time, one of
them being Alarid, whom I know only
by sight. The other two men loitered
in a careless manner
ueir the bar stepped
slowly to the
while Alarid
side of the officer, who was drinking
I thought that Alarid was also going
to order a drink, from his actions. He
dged close to the policeman anil
then suddenly placed his hand, as I
then thought, against the officer's
bpAd. A3 though to shove him back
from the bar In a playfu manner,
did not see that his hand clasped a
revolver. The next instant I heard a
dull, muffled report, just as though a
firecracker had been exploded under
an upturned bucket or pan. I did1
not realize what had happened until
saw the policeman Rink slowly to the
floor and expire without a word. The
man who had fired the shot started to
back slowly from the saloon, facing
those at the bar and still holding his
revolver in his hand. Mr. Lacome and
another man, whom I did not know
seized him before he could escape and
wrenched the revolver ircm him
When disarmed, he started through
the door to the street, but was met
iy an officer, who arrested him. He
apparently did not make a determined
effort to escape, although he did try
to get out of the saloon.'

1

PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 64S.)
Department of the interior, United
states Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
SATURDAY, APRIL
March 6, IDOti.
Notice la hereby given that the fol
lowing-name- d
clnlnmnt has filed notice of his Intention to make final
MR. W. E. NANKEVILLE
proof In support of Ma claim under
Sections j6 and 17 of the act of
Announces
March 3. 1S91 (26 Stats.. 854). as
amended by the act of February 21. THE NEVER CEASING SUCCESS,
Hi stats., 47ii), and mat gam
ivs
proof will be made before the V. 3.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on April 14. 190G, viz:
Pilar I
vigil, for the Lot 1. Sec. 25. T. 7 N..
R. 2 E.. and In See. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
K.. lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N.. R.
E., and Tract A In lot S. In Sec. 35.
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract D. lot 3.
Sec. S3. T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.. and Sec. 2.

Made from specially selected, absolutely pure cane sugar
by our exclusive process, which retains the Original Sweet.
maple syrups better than
It is superior to many
any other cane sugar syrup and second only to

cold-bloode-
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PACK THREE.
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COLD BLOODED
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EVENING
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For Idlers
ultliy
abiding

clto-wc
It lias been our boast thnt nn
of
(liildreu
In
via Impossible in tills rounlry, because
vanwith
up
newly-rich- ,
puffed
in
idleness,
pampered
the
ity ,nnd capable of taking on only n t bin veneer of education, are unfitted to ronlrol and keep tin- foi tunes left
Ihnn. Tbo families that have retained larce w:ilt Ii
through ninny gem rations in this country arc cxt r(ine!y
rare. Tbo natural law is tbat tin; servants of one
d
becomes mustets of tbo next, while tbe
,
sink back to service.
Hut there is a growing tendency to make great fortunes permanent institutions, nut to be shattered by
These
or dissipated' by reckless living
fortunes arc no longer distributed among a man's heirs,
but nre kept Intact and placed in tbe bands of trust
The heirs assume none
companies for administration.
of the responsibilities of wealth, but simply receive an
Income. Vnrter the Marshall Held will three young
children have approximately the same endowment as
that of Harvard, Yale, 'Columbia and Chicago Universities combined. Here is a method by which the natural
law Is being nullified and an abiding rich class created.
The endowed may idle away their lives or ruin themselves, but the fortune and the income from It are secure to generation after generation.
This means concentration of the great fortunes of
the country into the control of trust companies. Already
an enormous part of the productive wealth Is held by a
Rmall proportion of the people. If the new tendency
keeps up for a few years the trust companies, or one
trust company, will be in absolute control of the productive wealth of the United States and will be holding
every industrial and political interest of the people In a
Srip of steel. With control of a vast aggregation of
Rreat fortunes In Its hands, the trust company will become the most absolute and most autocratic power the
world has ever known.
Two remedies seem to be feasible. One is a rapidly
progressive Inheritance tax. which shall insure the public's large participation In all huge fortunes. The second
la the repeal of laws permitting the promotion of trusts
of more than a few years' duration, thus forcing the responsibility of wealth upon those who Inherit It. The
American people have no desire o destroy Incentives to
the creation of wealth or to deprive the family of a rich
man of a generous share of his fortune. But something
must be done to prevent the establishment of an
of Idlers, worse than even Russia knows.
I

weaith-lvcakone-

Carrying Revolvers

Chicago boys brought before a judge for carrying
concealed weapons in school disclosed the fact that it
la a common practice among boys from nine to fourteen
in a west side school In that city, to go armed with revolvers and krfives. Any one interested In the startling
growth of crime in Chicago will find a fruitful subject
for study In this fact that the school boys go prepared
to kill one another.
It is as natural for a boy to fight as for a duck to
swim. Hut if he has courage, pride and honor to maintain he will use his fists. No serious harm was ever
done among boys by these natural weapons. Many a
boy has had disgusting vices beaten out of him. Many
has bad seeds of manhood
a contemptible "f raid-ca- t"
thumped into him. The loy who is never too cowardly
to rely upon the weapons which nature gives' him, and
to resort to them when necessary, has good stuff in him.
It is only the coward and the bully that arms himself
who learns the
In a civilized community, and the
evil power which a revolver lends him is apt to degenerate from a bully to a thug. The city whose school boys
carry deadly weapon may expect soon to be overrun by
desperadoes.
The boys, themselves, can hardly be held wholly responsible for the practice. No doubt they Imitate their
ciders. The boys cannot fully understand the wrong
and realize Us results. The fault Is with the men of
Chicago, who arm themselves Tor protection Instead of
applying to the proper authorities for It. The community
la at fault In failing to instill greater respect for law
and order in old and young, by enforcing and maintaining law, and thus making it respectable. Chicago's police
force Is already too small to cope with tbe rapidly Increasing criminal element. Tint if school boys are to
learn the use of deadly weapons us they learn to read
and write, then within ten years the police force will
have to be increased a hundredfold.

ly

Iesal4 of

GamlbliEig

"The man seeking to assist himself financially by
the aid of games of chance when he has to borrow the
money to do so, or keep It from his creditors, is not only
unjust to his wife and children, but to himself, as well."
Thus Public Printer Stilling closes a warning to tbe
3.000 printers in the government printing office that if
they get into trouble by betting on the races or other
gambling, they need expect no consideration at his
hands. All the great guarantee companies have agreed
not to bond for positions of trust men who gamble.
Four-fifth- s
of the discovered embezzlements are among
men who took chances, thinking to pay the money back
out of the profits. This warning by Public Printer St
was called for by the fact that thousands of government employes in the departments at Washington
have got themselves into the bard hands of money
sharks through gambling. Hundreds have had to be
discharged because, whether they win or lose, tlie
gambling habit unfits them for responsible positions.
All the avenues of legitimate business are being
more and more securely closed against men who are so
dishonest as to risk money tlmt they owe to others, or
so foolish as to risk that which Is their own.
Put
even this is not the worst of it. The inveterate gambler
will not only neglect his family and deprive them of
the necessaries of life, to gratify his rage for tbe excitement of gamir.g, but he will defraud his creditors,
misappropriate funds intrusted to his care, and oftentimes not stop short of even theft itself.
These facts are given a local application by several
occurrences in the history of Albuqtieniue, and more
especially by the career of the absconding mail clerk,
published In Tbe Citizen last evening.
To get material for "realistic" literary work, two
Georgia boys, well educated and possessing some talent
for writing, shot, to death two men. A pb'it of insanity
is made for them. It would be better to make a plea of

insanity for the public tbat demands and reads tbe kind
of books in which such realism as this is depicted.
Oceans of blood have io be spilled every year in Ixioks to
meet the exacting requirements of modern readers. Mole
people are killed in novels than in histories; that it to
say, more fictitious lives are sacrificed for the pleasure
of the public than real lives are lost in war. famine ami
peBt Hence combined.
A remarkable Instance of Germany's emuiiicroial aggressiveness is tbe discrimination which the s'.itc railroads give in favor of goods billed to foreign countries.
Consul Hurst of Paluen, writes: "The rate for quick
transportation to the German ports, instead of being
more than the usual express charge, is rveii hss than
by slow freight, and applies solely to merchandise
to
countries. The txporter has every
opportunity to forward bis products with celerity, and
is greatly aided in bis exiort trade by the railroad managers. Tbe usual method is to attach a special car to
the latest available fast train, so tbat an exporter's case
of lace reaches tbe steamer almost as promptly as do the
mails."
trans-ocean-
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Buslnpa? Manager
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Now let us all get down to bard work to make New
Mexico lead the United States and Albuquerque bad all
New Mexico.

1
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Sen drift of

Deraatuirizedl Alcohol
Duluth

News-Tribun-

OOOV OC .XOOOOOOX)00000000XXOC
Tbe bouse committee has reported the donaturized
alcohol bill favorably by nn almost unanimous vote.
Donaturized alcohol is simply alcohol made unfit for use
as a beverage. It can be used only for industrial purposes.
All atcohol now

tax of
bears an Internal-revenu$'..or a gallon. This is Imposed on tbe same theory as is
the tax .on whisky and other intoxicants. Alcohol, however, ,h;ii. ijundreds of other uses. Few articles are as
essential to'tho arts and industries of the country, and
when once denaturlzed it can be made fit for a beverage
only at nn expense that more than equals the present
tax. As tbe tax is prohibitive of its general use, the government would lose but. a nominal amount of revenue
If It was removed from the denaturlzed product and still
kept on the pure article that enters into foods and beverages. This Is the purpose of the bill.
With the tax removed, it will be possible to manufacture alcohol on the farm and in .small farming communities from potatoes and corn and other products of
the soil. It would form an important new source of income from agriculture, and would also make profitable
the manufacture of many important articles that now
have to be imported because of the exorbitant cost of
alcohol which enters so largely Into their composition.
It Is. for instance, absolutely necessary in tbe making of all organic chemicals of which we now import
The
nearly all we use from Franc;1 and Germany.
stiffening for derby, silk and straw hats, one of the
principal items in their cost, is worked into file maIt so largely enters into
terial by the use of alcohol.
the manufacture of smokeless powder, that, with the
tax removed, the best powder would be the cheapest.
It Is an important item of expense In the making of all
dyes, of celluloid, phoenamels and polishes, of coal-ta- r
tographic supplies, all shellac solutions, fusel oils, and
a hundred other articles of our daily use.
Hut its chief field of usefulness would be as a sub
stitute for gasoline In generating heat and motive power.
It will cost no more and will be much more valuable,
as It Is odorless and more powerful. In Cuba it sells at
lo cents a gallon, and could be produced for but a few
cents more here.
This U the only country in the world of any prominence that Imposes this tax, and there Is no possible
reason, deserving of any sensible man's consideration,
why tblH bill should not pass.
e

"Human Hearts." which, since It
first staged s- me eight years ago.
has brought the teat's to tbo eyes, to
be followed by smiles, of many
is
;f .T.ii a's theatergoers,
I 'l'i'ir. j to
ti:
elks' opera house Sat-- j
urJ ty, April V. The story told by
the ::ut'ior of "It'Mi.an Hearts" is as
sweet iii the ii.'pV blossoms, and as;
purr. N suggestion of vulgarity can
be biit'id in any of lis acts, but fin
the contrary, a story of convincing
.orengtii; ; ;!.. l ive of a good man;
of the fail hi u.ness of love and the;
fickleness of ib celt ; a story tbat Is
clean, wholesome and intelligible t
every one, and taat. invariably appeals!
to all that is good and best In man's
nature. Is told, in a w ay entirely ac-icptahle to i very one In the audience.
w ithout a murder
That a
or gun play in very art, can be sue-- ,
cesslul. ill spite the assertions of some'
t heal
ileal managers to the contrary,
is plainly ext mplifie( iy the continuea
success
f "Human
Hearts," which
has now beni before the public for
eight years. With the accompanying
scenic effects that W. E. Nankeville
never neglects In any of his productions, "Human Hearts" promises to be
one of the best melodramas It. has
been tne pleasure of Albuquerque
theater-goer- s
to have an opportunity
of witnessing this season,

j

John Alexander IHiwio was born In Edinburgh on
1!."..
S 17.
He left Scotland for Adelaide. South Australia, when be was 1?., and for seven years server! as
cb tk In a nvVcnntlle establishemnt . On tbe money be
saved meantime, he returned to Scotland in ISi'.T and
look a five years' course In the I'nlverrity of Edinburgh,
lie graduated from the divinity school, took orden in
tbe Congregational church, and In 1ST2 returned to Australia. Six years later he descried the Congrogatioiiati.-t- s
and branched out us an evangelist and faith healer. He
went to Melbourne, erected a huge tab"rnaele there, and
in ten years bad built up a large congregation.
Yearning for larger fields, he came to San Kt aneisi-.in USt, lutt lifter a Ions crusade was driven from tins
city. Two attempts to gain a foot bold on this coast
failing, be moved eastward, locating In Chicago. In the
spring of the World's fair ye.ir he e me ive.l the Idea
of Zion City.
His followers ini leased inpidly and.
although he clashed with the authorities, was driven
out of south Chicago, chased out or Pullman, stoned,
mocked and arrested, cleared himself and gained power.
On February 22, 1890, Dowie organized the Christian
Catholic church in Zion and appointed himself general
overseer. His work attracted thousands from all over tne
country. Then he purchased a big tract of land and several buildings. Py vast strides be organized his colony
until he became an absolute power. In 1900 his aggres
sive policy led to his being mobbed on several occasions,
but the advertising only added to the growth of his following. In August, 1901, ground was broken for the first
house In Zion City on a large tract he had been quietly
acquiring for a year. The city limits Included 7.H2S
acres of land. At Dowie's call the Zionists assembled
there from all parts of the country. Dowie went to
England, enlisted the services of a relative named Stev
enson and started a lace factory, importing experts from
Nottingham to teach his people the art. He built
schools, a hospital and a tabernacle to scat 7.0t) persons. In two years he had opened a vast general store,
a big printing office and a cartdy factory, which proved
to be the best paying of his industries.
Just at the zenith of his success, Dowie, on June 2,
1901, declared himself to be Elijah III, and from that
moment his downfall began. In 1903 he Invaded New
York with 3,000 of his followers, at a cost' of $300,000,
and after a campaign against sin whlc lasted two weeks
Zion City was invaded by its creditors. Dowie promptly
left his followers in the lurch, and went to Australia
via England, but after a brief but stormy visit to that
country he returned and essayed to place Zion City on
i paying basis again. Failing in this, be attempted to
divert attention by starting a colony In Mexico. Then
his health and his colossal nerve failed and he sought a
refuge In Jamaica and later In Mexico, where he Is now.
May
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We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

V LINEN

Thoroughly" Absorbent

Absolutely Hycenic
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for Me ini Boys
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It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothinp; as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

1

mclo-dr.ima- ,

KV

r.-

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear

-

Are all in

and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring

NoT,NOUNCttOr'CoTTONlK
THC(GftMCNT-Wtjcia

RONEY'S BOYS.
The Honey's Hoys' musical organization has some of the best youthful
musicians and singers to be found In
America. Under the efficient, management, and training of the organizer,
Henry H. Roney, their talents have
been developt d to the greatest extent
and the result Is an entertainment of
music and singing that has delighted
thousands of people in, not only Amer
ica, but foreign countries as well. In
their different changes of costume
among which the-.- use the Highland
Scottish costume, patriotic costumes
Cardinal college costumes, and oth
ers, they present a pleasing stage picture,' which is the least attraction of
the entertainment. The Roney's Hoys'
Csncert company Is known from coast
to coast, and from Manitoba to the
Gulf of Mexico, and wherever
this
stellar organization of youthful mil
sicians have appeared they have met
with flattering success. The Roney's
Hoyg will be at the Elks' theater on
Tuesday, April 10, for one performance
only, under tne auspices of the High
School Athletic association, and their
appearance here is a guarantee tbat
all lovers of music and good singing
will enjoy a treat.
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats
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FLAXALL
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Policy ofttMs Stoire
is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

tilth'

"SCOTTY" COMING.
at Elks' Opera House, tbat
much talked of and written about
miner, Walter Scott, of Death Valley
fame, who first sprang Into the linn
light of public attention by scooting
across the country in the Santa Fe
"Death Valley Special," breaking the
record, will be seen
in a melodrama founded on events
that have transpired in his eventful
and picturesque career, since he was
by a New York
first "grub-stakeago,
years
millionaire
several
"bcotty's melodrama contains many
vivid scenes founded on events that
have transpired
in the mysterious
Death Valley. It is said to contain
all the dramatic happenings con
cerning his mine and the many at
tempts of outsiders to locate It. The
last fight in Death Valley, for par A
tictpat ion in which Walter Scott, was V
arrested a few weeks ago, in Call
fornla, is said to be realistically re
produced, as Is the flight of the 0
"Death Valley Special." with "Scotty"
wild eyed and with flying hair, standing on the tender of the engine as It 0
rushes along (across the stage) at
a
gait..
If
Scotty 0
isn i taKcn into custody again, or
go
doesn't
broke, "Scotty, the Death
Valley Miner," will be presented at 0
the Elks' Opera House, May 1.

Jk

May 1.
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THE NAME

Not only means the

trans-continent- al

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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TWO MORE ATTRACTIONS.
Only two attractions are booked at

SPECIAL SALE.

Iarge can of Cream
9c
HiSeeded Itaisins. ner nkir. .
For Rose Culture.
1'earl Hit ley, per pkg..
(ic
Hoses ate great eaters, says American Homes and Arm & Hammer Soda, large pkg.. tic
See us for wire screens, screen
Gardens for March. If you would have perfect flowers,
in profusion, it is absolutely necessary tbat you feed door binges and coil springs.
r,c
cans of Clams
your plants well. Nothing in the line of fertilizers suits
l lb brick
9c
them so well as old, thoroughly rotted cow manure. Codfish,
Two l'x ent nkgs of Cold Water
That which is black and crumbles readily under the apStarch
5c
plication of the hoe is the ideal food for this plant, it
.
leuL'rade of Peas
lioubl be used ill liberal quantities and worked into the
Yon ui'i make no mistake If you
oil well. Fresh manure should never be used, except buy y i;r poultry wire from us.
as mulch.
Where manure from the cow stable cannot Two cans California Apricots
2"c
be obtained, gitalin or bonemeal can be substituted with l''igs, p,
ic
good results. The .baler of whom you purchase these Thrie bottles of Chow-Ciio2aC
I c
fertilizers will tell you bow much to use, as be under- Horse U.i lish, per llottle
We have special arrangements for
stands the strength of the grade he handles. Those who
the hanging f strictly fresh eggs at
live In the city will, as a general thing, find it neces- reasiiiinh:,
ymir grocery
sary to depend upon one or the other of these fertilizers store rgg prices.suit If yon,
give its a
don't
for rose food.
trial.
Hlne I.a
.NIC
Catsup
Romance of An Egg.
10c
'I bis is the story that is being told in ttraddock, Pa.
phg. of IA:roe
liac
.
.
i an
Sc
The eg was of ihe plain, ordinary barn yard variety. Son
Now is ihe time to buy lawn grass
It C! ine from Kansas, by ,ay of tbe cold storage route
the best.
and differed from other lieu fruit only in that it lore fertiliii; wp carryMAZE,
THE
chirograph)-- -- Florence Turner.
Ihe name in
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Stockton, Kan." On Christinas Day, Thomas Alman of
liraddock, taking breakfast with a friend, was served
NOTICE.
with the egg bearing the name of the Kansas maiden.
wagons will start runCi'y
garhagH
Not even axiomatic "three minutes" hulling had oblitning M i.,!u). morning, April
Those
bewitching
tribute
erated the
tracery on its shell. It is a
hH in
catis to empty or who deto the efficiency of the refrigerator car system that the sire .t :ie service, will pleai-- notify
egg left the young man with a feeling that he wished the r
,avengr at his otllee, lufi
there bad been two of i hem instead of one. At any Io!il av. i;ut or hy Auto, 'photic j'j"
He or Cob. ';,hme 4H.
up the shell, there met. his fate.
rate, he
MlTCHKl.U
i II. City
wrote lo Miss Florence Turner, Stockton, Kan. In due
S. avenger
They
course of nine be ieeicd u reply, and well.
exchanged photographs and confidences and now young
iu ii lie in eyelet or shadow.
Alman is arranging his plans to make a trip to Kansas We
,ive ihe materials to maUe
Wilson, 22i Wet,! Cold !IVeand maybe will bring Miss Turner home to boll bis eggs Up.
and make bis coftee for him in the future. All that of nu
course depends largely on how closely personal InspecBASE BALL.
tion will carrry out tbe preconceived Ideas wrought up
Sai in. lay, at
S
vs.
I'. N.
by the lettets and photographs
Adini.-sloNewton tKan.) RepubTraction Hark.
lican.

lip

r- -;

wf$Mxk

A

3000
1000

Mi ll

'

VSSSl
'u.--

if

0

Elks' Opera House for Ihe remainder
of this month, "Human Hearts" to- 0
morrow night, and the Honey's Hovs
Concert company. Tuesday evening.
April 10. This winds nn the attrac 0
tions for this month and virtually for
the season, although there is still one
or two plays booked for May. The 0
students of the 1'nlversitv of NewMexico will also present the class
commencement play, "She Stoops to 0
Conquer," at the theater In May, and
Walter Scott, the Death Valley miner,
will bring his melodrama to the bouse 0
the 1st of May, if the date Is not can
celled.
The Traction Hark Casino.
with an excellent stock company. Is 0
booked to open May 15, and it is
mote than likely that after the Anril
attractions there will be "nothing do
ing at the Elks until the
of the house next season.
SATURDAY'S

oo-ooo-

1000

;j

x- -x

-x-x-x

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine 0

shoes.
0
X -x- -x

x--

x-x

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will, CHAPLIN

0
0

.

12'o-cci,-

--

,

.

i

,K--

Brunswick

0

BILLIARD

0

POOL

0

&

Parlors
The finest place in the city to
spend your idle hours.
Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

C

MALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
ha.lliri,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron rrouli for
Buildings.
Ropalrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east Bide of railroad tvack.
Albuquerque,

c

f.

To-

Gussaroff
Proprietor,

s

O
Wholesale liquor and

rar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. fvhiskieg Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne. Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohe'mlaa and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
or the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Meztct.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
trVERT. SALE FEED

M.

Foundry and

MELIN I & EAKIN,

H

,

0

Machine Works

Albuquerque

AND TRANS-

FER STABLES

Horses

and

Mules bought
changes.

and

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

ex-

e

-

M--

n.

Second street, Barnett Building.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
klnda. Before buying give us a call.
Subscribe for The Citizen i.nd get
the news.
321

BEST TURNOUT8

IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

UNDER TA KERS

Superintendents
and
Falrrlew
NOTICE.
City garbage wagons will start runSanta Barbara Cemeteries.
ning M .'inlay morning, April 2. Those
MONUMENTS
having cans to empty or who
garbage service, will please notify
201 211 N. Second St.. Both Phones.
the city scavenger at his office, 106
tiold avenue, or i,y Auto, 'phone 27
or Colo, 'plume 4S,
K. H. MITCHELL,
A
want ad will get tbe busiCity Scavenger. ness. Try one.
de-Hi- re

n

FRIDAY, APRIL

EVENING CITIZEN.

'AL13UQUEKQUE

6, 1906.

its hardihood and vigorous growth. Is
peculiarly adapted to climate and conditions prevalent here.
The summer cjpiess grows to a
height of thne feet and bears n blood
red flower, tin- leaves also turning
re, when the seeds appear.
Its
graceful shape find gui goons coloring
makes It attractive, and it can also
be used advantageously a3 a beige,
as It is sturdy enough to bear trim-

THE NEW MEXICO
ASSOCIATION
Of Congregational

Churches
and Mission Teachers
Opened Today

ming.

site has been divided Into twenty-eigblocks, each block ronta'nlng BERNALILLO COUNTY
twontv-fou- r
lots. 11. K. B. Sellers.
of the Surety Investment
DISTRICT COURT S
SCHOOL FUNDS secretary
company, states that the land hfn
been improved and a watering trough!
for horses hai already been placed on
site, so that prospective purchas- . H. Giilenwater
Arrested
Bernalillo County lias 6,485 tlit
era or olhers driving In that vicinity
water their beasts.
on a Warrant Bearing
Children of School Age . may
Until Ihe lots are placed on sale,'
April 20. Col. Sellers and his "He;!;
Three Charges.
As Claimants.
IovU" automobile will gladly t ike
anyone calling nt the office, out to
the site, that he may see Just how
THE CRIMINAL DOCKET CALLED
F021Y CENTS FOR EACH Fl'PIL attractive the site is for a homo.

APPORTIONMENT

ht

OF

The above named gentlemen slate
that they will supply all who cull at
their homes with cuttings of the
FOR A iiiRLfc
DAYS' SESSION plant, as they have sufficient plants
to spare a few to every home In the
city. Nothing Is more beautiful, or
impresses strangers anil visitors in a
County Superintendent A. H. St roup
i
The N"v Mexico Association ol city, more than a well kept lawn and
has made the following report on the
i Confrm ;nt
Mb.sion
churches and
plenty
of foliage and flowers.
apportionment of school funds for the
Teacher o;.' ncd its three clay's
present year. .This report also gives
licit' t day with a laro number PIPE 0RGA
RECITAL
the number ,f children of school age
of pastors, mission teachers and othof the county:
ers lntercsttd in the work of the
SICCtSSFUL AFFAIR in 1.each district
Andrew B. St roup, superintendent
church and ho mission
schools it maintains at different points MANY LOVERS OF MUSIC PRES-- I of schools for said county, do hereby
certify that I have duly apportioned
In the territory, in attendance.
ENT LAST EVENING TO HEAR the sehool
fund of said county on this
The association's sessions will exNOBLE INSTRUMENT.
tith day of April, llltifi. The amount of
tend over three days, finishing sun-daMany lovers of music were present money subject t, such apportionment
at the evening services In the
. ..il....
k
The total number of perv oiii cfc.ei
church, where nil the i si evening ui .i.ie
mei.te is $L'.."i!tL
ConRrcKatlonul
church to hear the first pipe organ sons of school age Is fi.483. The rate
nession meetings will be held.
Among the prominent divines of recital ever given in Albuquerque. per scholar is forty cents, which Is
the Congregational faith who are in at- The new Congregational pipe organ is apportioned to the several school
tendance, are Rev. Dr. Warren
F. one of the largest and tincst in the districts as below:
No. f
Iay, Pastor Emeritus of the First two territories, and under the clever No. of
Amount.
Scholars.
Congregational church of litis An- manipulation of Mrs. Raymond H. Ivistricl.
2
4
$ 25.H0
geles, Cal., who has had the honor of lister, the organist at last night's
3
34.RO
87
building one of the finest churches in
Its splendid range and sweet4
1(14
41.60
California, and which now has a mem- ness of tone was clearly demon.
.".03
21.2"
bership cf 1.3H0 people; Rev. Charles strated.
H. .
119
47.0
H. Small, prominently Identified with
The ruital openeti with an otler-tor8
27.20
7...
by Read, followed by Thayer's
the Congregational church In CleveCO
215.40
8. .
land, Ohio, and one of the noted di- "La Priere," the Introduction to the
!). .
170
68.00
vines of that city, and several others. third act, the Bridal Chorus from
53
21.20
The opining day was spent in re- Wagner's Lohengrin and the beauti- 10. .
70.40
17
ceiving the delegates and seeing that ful Mendelssohn's
wedding march, 11. .
1 .300.80
20.
3.252
they were provided with entertain- from "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
807
322.80
ment. Tonight at 8 o'clock devo- Each selection was well received by 13
58
23.20
tional services will be held at the those present, as indeed was every 14
56.80
142
Congregational
church, with Rev. number on the program, and Mrs. 22
67
26 80
one-haMoyer occupying the pulpit
interpretation of each num- 23
lister's
44.80
112
hour, after which the Rev. .1. H. ber proved her to be a master of the 28
34
18.00
45
Heald will deliver the associational 1'ig pipe organ.
54
21.60
Following the organ numbers came 35
sermon.
99
39.60
Tomorrow morning the session will a trio, Mrs. Lester, organ, Mrs. Wash- 3fi
21
8.40
open in the church at 9 o'clock with burn, piano, and Prof. Di Mauro, vio- 37
12.40
31
devotional services by Rev. S. Her- lin, in Fliege's "Llebesgluck," which 39
9.60
24
nandez. At 9:30 o'clock the work of was beautifully rendered, and received 41
20.80
52
organization and the business of the much merited
Following 44
applause.
13.60
34
association will be taken up.
tnis number on the program, Mr. 45
46.80
117
The general topic for this meeting Cassldy sane Nevin's "Rosary," re 47
94
37.60
of the association, which will be dis- sponding to an encore with "The 48
26.40
66
cussed at great length, is "The Church Dawn." Miss Ada Campfield favored 54. r. . ,
and the School." After the work of with "Through All Eternity," accom2.594.00
organization 'has been completed, panied with a violin obllgato by Prof.
.Totals ...6,485
Prof. J. E. Clark, superintendent of Di Mauro, In her own inimitable man
the Albuquerque public schools, will ner, and In such sweet voice that the FORTY-SEVEPERSONS ASK
discourse, auditors applauded long ami vigordiscuss, in a twenty-minutFOR DIVISION OF PRECINCT 3
the subject, "What May the Public ously, forcing her after a lime to reSchools Expect From the Church?"
spond to the encore.
Following this. Rev, J. H. Harron,
Another numler on the program
The county commissioners were
pastor of the Congregational church, that brought forth merited applause, presented with a petition yesterday
In measure to Prof. and which was rendered In an excel- asking that a new precinct be segrewill res)Knd
Clark's tffort, with the topic, "What lent manner, was the splendid ex- gated from precinct No. 13 under the
May the Church Expect From
the ecuting of Mozart's majestic 'Gloria, following boundaries:
"Bounded on
Public Schools?" after which a. gen- From the Twelfth Mass," by a double the north by the precinct of Ixis
eral discussion will be indulged in quartet, consisting of Mesdames E. L. Duranes, on the east by the present
until 11 o'clock, at which time Mrs. Washburn, S. B. Miller, R. McDonald line of precinct No. 13, on the s.iuth
M. Collings will read a paper entitled and Miss Ada Campfield. and Messrs. by Mountain road and on the west by
"Mission School Work In New Mex- E. L. Washburn. Harry Ballard, J. E. Fifth street."
Forty-seveico." This will conclude the Satur- Clark and W. Maffetw.
names were attached to
day morning program.
With the installing of the Congrega- the petition. Although the board, acThe session will reconvene Satur- tional pipe organ and Ihe completion cording to law, has full power to act
day afternoon at 2 o'clock, opening of the one being constructed in the in the matter, the petition was laid
with devotional services by Mr.
new Presbyterian
church, Albuquer aside to be passed upon at a future
followed, at 2:30 o'clock, by que will be able to boast of twj of mooting. The motive of the persons
Prof. C. E. Hodgin, of the University these noble instruments, and church asking for the subdivision is not apof New Mexico, on the subject, "Do goers may well congratulate them- parent.
We Need Any Reform in the Method selves upon being able to hear two of
and Instruction of Sunday School?" I the finest organs in the soiunwest.
BATTLE OF SHILOH
At 3 o'clock the subject, "Education
ns a Necessary Basis for Higher Re THE
FOUGHT OVER AGAIN
GOVERN
,
ligious Ideals," will be taken up and
! t . IT
i
discussed, by Dr. W. G. Tight, presi
IN ALBUQUERQUE COL. EDWARD JOHNSON HOISTS
dent or the University of New MexTHE FLAG AND TODAY IS BUSY
ico, after which a general discussion
TELLING BATTLE STORIES.
of the subject will follow. At 4 LAST NIGHT FOR A SHORT TIME,
EN ROUTE TO ATTEND BANo'clock a discussion of "Home Mis
The
and Stripes" are floatQUET AND BALL AT LAS CRU-CE- ing nt "Stars
sionary Problems," by Dr. Kingsbury,
the top, of the flagpole at the
will wind up the day's session.
Central high school building, today,
in memory of the battle
The program for Sunday, the last
of Shiloh,
was
Hagerman
Governor
Herlert J.
day of the session, is as follows:
in the city for a short time hist night which was one of the most desperate
Sunday morning, dedication of new en route to
lasting two days, durLas Cruces, where he will engagements,
pipe organ, at 11 o'clock.
Hie
The Janitor of the
ing
Civil
War.
guest
be
tonight
the
of honor
at a re Central school building
Sunday school at H:4T, by Superin ception
is Col. Edgiven
ball
to
be
and
inimedi
Hodgin.
tendent
upon completion 'of the inspec ward Johnson, and he was one of the
aiely
Morning worship at 11 o'clock. Rev
warriors who fought on 'the Union
Dr. Small, of Cleveland, Ohio, preach tion of the Las Cruets company of side at Shiloh, and well. does he renational guards, which will be 'held by member this day April 6, 1862. He
ing the Birmon.
Colonel IVuldock, of Fort
Sunday afternoon from 3 to 4 o'clock Lieutenant
W.ingate, and Adjutant General Tark-ingto- was there, and fought for all that day
will be "woman's hour," conducted by
and the next, and this morning in
of Santa Fe.
telling some of his war stories, said
Mesdames J. H. Heald and S. Porter-field- .
When seen by a representative
of "the privates
on both sides fought out
Evening
night
GovThe
Citizen
last
Sunday evening, sermon at ":... ernor Hagerman
that great battle." There are two
to
refused
discuss
o'clock, Rev. Warren F. Day, D. D.,
in Albuquerque who were nt
the territorial game and fish warden others
Shiloh, namely, Judge W. H. Burke
Pastor Emeritus First Congregati Jiial situation,
deconfirming
nor
neither
church, Los Angeles, occupying the nying
A. Harsch, and all three of these
that Herbert Sims would re- and
pulpit.
Civil War veterans can get around a
plum,
ceive
Page
Otero,
B.
the
vice
camp-fir- e
any night and make
Rev. Dr. Day is a brilliant and mag- whom, .it Is rumored, w ill be
asked to those who almost
netic speaker, and will undoubtedly retire shortly.
listen to thir stories feel
have a large audience in attendance
like war was still on, so vivid would
"I'd rather not talk official mat- they
to hear him.
tell of conflicts, and how they
ters, " said the governor.
would manage to dodge the bullets
When asked concerning the head- from
the Johnnies.
FIRST EPISCOPAL PRIEST
quarters of the mounted police, and
whether there was any prospect of
VISITS IN ALBUQUERQUE
the headquarters being moved o A- NEW COUNCILMEN
lbuquerque, the GJvernor replied:
WILL TAKE OFFICE
"For the present, the headquarters
Rev. John Cornell, the first priest
of the Protestant Episcopal church to will be in Santa Fe, or at least Caphold services in New Mexico, was in tain Fornoff will have Ills office there, AT MEETING TO BE HELD APRIL
Ihe city, yesterday, the guest of Rev. as it will be better to have the head
16 PERSONNEL OF NEW
CITY
rector of the St. of the police in the Capitol building,
A. G. Harrison,
COUNCIL.
but I suppose the men, as heretofore,
John's Episcopal church.
Rev. Cornell came to New Mexico will be scattered all ovtr the terriThe new Albuquerque city council,
duty may call the members of which will take their
in 1870, locating at Santa Fe, where tory, or wherever
he remained for a year. During that t'.icni."
tiice at the meeting to be held April
Speaking of the probability of his Hi, will le composed of the followtime he made frequent visits to the
priests in the Rio Grande valley, ac- attending the banquet and meeting ing aldermen from the
different
companied by Judge Hezekiah S. of the Southwestern
Commercial wards:
r
Johnson, who, in that year, was ap- clubs, to be held in St. Umls, the
First Ward Hanley and Hayden.
pointed judge of the district court,
stated that he bad been asked
Ishcrwood
Second
Ward
and
inas
Rev.
an
who
Cornell's
to
deliver
banquet,
acted
address at the
and
Learnard.
terpreter, he pleaching all bis ser- and while he had not decided defiThird Ward Wilkerson and
mons in English. He also delivered nitely, he would, in all probability, acthe sermons at the first services of cept the invitation.
Fourth Ward Harrison and Heaven
the Episcopal faith ever held in Sunt a
The retiring councllineii are A. K.
Fc. Old Albuquerque and Socorro. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Walker, In the First ward; W. H.
Not receiving as much encouragement
Gillenwaler, in the Third ward, and
as ho deemed necessary to the sucPAY QUARTERLY BILLS Louis Ilfeld, In I bo Fourth w ard.
cessful establishment of a permanent
There remains but little to be done
mission. Rev. Cornel! left his en- LAW SAYS THAT SHERIFF IS EN- by the old city council, other than
deavors in this territory and returned
TITLED TO A FEE OF $2 FOR approving of a few bills and the
to the north, this being his lirst visit
SERVICES RENDERED AT EACH closing of accounts, together with the
to New Mexico since that lime.
SESSION OF PROBATE COURT.
reports of city officers, the latter feaRev. Cornell js a graduate of the
place at the
ture of which will
The county commissioners met in meeting to bo held take
General Theological seminary, and a
April 16th, when
tiiiiar session yesterday, and be- the new eouncilmen will bo placed ill
native of New York City, many years
of his life having also boon spent In sides approving and ordering warrants oltiee.
drawn for bills umoumiug to
the ministry at Nice, France
.Mayor McKee will, in all probabiltransacted business of ininrt ity, call a meeting of the council
as
follows:
unic
or Monday, to wind up its af- MAKE ALBUQUERQUE
Assessor Goortie Albright was or- tairs.
surveyor
dered
secure
from
lo
the
THE "CITY BEAUTIFUL" general s offlcu
an abstract of townships h. li, M and 11. east, and !i. In UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
CITIZENS OFFER PLANTS TO ALL and 11, west. .f the county of BeinaRESIDENCE ADDITION
WHO WILL CALL FOR THEM. lill.
The reports of the justices of the
THE KOCHIA SCOPARIA.
PLACE
peace of precincts 11 ami :'..", were WILL BE ATTRACTIVE
LOTS ARE TO BE
Since spring lias sprung, the iiiue approved
FOR HOME
"'ity
to make Albuquerque the
PLACED ON SALE APRIL 20.
The board accepted a report from
Beautiful" lias arrived, and to assist District Attorney Clancy on whether
sou
their
those who have a desire to
or not the sheriff was entitled to a
A new
district, that gives
lawns and ards adorned with some- fee irf
for services rendered at promise of becoming one of the most
grass,
or in each session of the pr.ehnte court. The attractive residence additions In
thing inure than mere
e
some instances, only the alkali soil, rejeort was in favor of the sheriff, and huqiierqiie, will, on April 2",
11
Walj
North
Messrs. M. E. Hiekey,
in accordance with sections
anil judging
public,
71; and opened to the
ter street: W. J. Johnson, corner 1mi7 of the compiK-laws or New from inquiries already being made,
W.
avenue;
Ninth street and Tijeras
Mexico.
The report
was
brought will fast be bought up ami Settled.
I. Metcalf. 11"4 Wist Railroad ave- forth as a result of a protest made by The addition, comprising 160 acr s
nue, and It. W. D Bryan. w Park the board against paying such fee.
of land, will be known as the
avenue, have agreed to furnish all
:i name
as aristo
The board then adjourned to moot
persons calling at their respective April H.
cratic and popular as will no doubt
Ko'ilia
homes cuttings from the
be the new residence addition, and is
About the "Cotton Cheat'' in clothes located just southeast of the I'niver
tfe'oparia, commonly railed Belvidore.
owing
to
or bummer cypress, which,
read Simon Stern's a. I on page H. it) or .ow .Mexico gruum
The
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JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

RUGS

PAUL

ENTERTAINS

W. H. (lillcnwater was arrested late
yesterday afternoon on a warrant
sworn out under an Indictment found
by the late grand Jury, carrying
the
following charges:
"For drawing a
pistol in a setl lenient; for drawing a
pistol upon another, and for Insulting
another while armed." The defendant was released on
in the sum
of $5iHi, furnished by A. B. McMil-leand H. F. Haynolds. wiio also appear as attorneys for the defendant.

LAD'ES

si's-fcio-

fr

PAGE FIVE.

OF THE

AID SOCIETY OF FIRST
METHODIST CHURCH
SUMPTU.
OUS BANQUET PROVIDED AND
SERVED BY GENTLEMEN.

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Albert Faber

br-n- d

Last evening the Brotherhood of
St. Paul, a men's organization of the
First Methodist church, tendered a reception with the IHdies Aid society
of the church as their guest, that was
one of the most enjoyable affairs yet
given by this organization.
Paring the course cf the evening a
banquet was served the
-

yt

nvt

.'.

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

ront, in,i.in, n F I,,, l.nn.

o

r-

i.
n..f
I Hlf,
Mil,.iI
HI
lt.v, VTWl .H MU,1VII"K
of the different articles on the menu
having been looked after by the mem
bers of the organization.
The church social parlors were artistically decorated with flowers, ferns
nnrt nnlma for lhn nrrnslnn .nil nvnr
100 guests sat down to the sumptuous"
spread
Peter McCallum acted as toast mas- ter, and Messrs. FJ. M. Ilickey, C. H.
Appleton, D. A. Porterfleld, Iavld
Stewart, E. I. Johnson and Rev. J. C.
Rollins responded to toasts.
During the evening the assembled
guests were favored with vorsl selec
tions by Messrs. Hetherington
and
Beane. wh.t each sang foIos. and seV'
eral, duets.
I

25

WIFE FOR

Garcia de Snyder and Edward IVdd appear as defendants In
a suit filed yesterday by McMillen
Haynolds as attorneys for Alonzo B.
McMillen. to establish title to bis O
and H, of block 2, of the Aruhroslo
C.arcia estate addition
John It. Foulks, plaintiff, yesterday
brought suit against John L. and Ma-bl-e
I
Shlfflette, defendants, to recover on a note of $101.0fi, dated Deap
cember 9, 1905. George S.
pears as attorney for the plaintiff.
Notice of appeal trotn the decision
r ,ne probate court has leen filed in
Arc tho pride of the home and tha charm of the city. We have the kind
J
h1p .m"tter "f,1'1'' estate of David
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
Ami, ueceaseci, wnose wni wus nieu
for probation on January 2, lfiofi. The
Montezuma Trust company, W. H.
president, appears a.s
2 Shovels
Giilenwater.
60o and un
the plaintiff In the case.
n
" ""V
criminal
The Bernalillo county
v,uuon nose
100
vh;j
docket will be called tomorrow morning at 9:30 by Judge Ira A. Abbott, c
V
and cases set for trial by Jury.
Sprinklers and Hose Menders!
Maria

finir-cours-

en I

AND CARPETS

.BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
--

YEARS A GRAD-

Andreas Trujillo has been arrested
agnin. Trujillo has been a familiar
character to the Second district court
the past several years on one charge
or another. The latest charge against
Trujilli is that of stealing a cow.

UATE IN LAW

N

M

USZj?
tLss

mine case was
The Washington
still being argued this afternoon, with 9
1
little promise of completion before t
morrow.

,

a

-1

1

8 GOLD

and $l'.25
Delivered to any part of city.

Jlfr!'

AVENUE

J. W. MASTERS

HOME SUPPLY

e

SATURDAY

Gov-rno-

u-.-tadt.

Sat-i.id-

-

h

T6,f"l

f

Iead avenue,
West Ixad avenue,

E. Morrison of 420 West

Morrison, of 420
this city, a sister of Mrs. Bernard
Gunsul. who died in Roswell Wednesday afternoon at 4:45 o'clock, that
Mrs. Gunsul's father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs, Sidney Houghton, who are
now In Roswell, will arrive in
Saturday nlglit with the remains, and that the funeral will take
place Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the First Methodist church, Rev.
J. C. Rollins officiating. The Interment will take place in Falrvlew cemetery.
Maynard Gunsul, a bro!hep-in,-laof the deceased, left the city this
morning for Trinidad. Colo., where he
will meet Mr. and Mrs. Houghton and
the remains, and accompany them
back to the city.

free-burnin- g

A.

Albu-qirerqu- e

April 3. Although she
Is the mother of four children and ha
seen her silver wedding anniversary
pass, Mrs. Adolph H. Mayer has Just
graduated in law, and become her
husband's law partner. And here is
Ihe story of it:
Mayer was a clerk in the Russia
consul's office in Warsaw when he
won his wife, twenty-fiv- e
years ago.
The ukase of Alexander III later made
things unpleasant for Jews in Russia
and Poland, so eighteen years ago
the Mayers took up their residence
down in the thickly congested Fast
side of New York.
The young man studied law, and
later became the partner of Congressman AVm. S. Bennett. A couple of
soiih were born to them, and then
Mayer's sight began to fall. His wife
proved herself a true helpmate. She
ruacl all his legal papers to him. help- of )l,s
UrJi"1and,' wasH l is"vl,ara""n
constant compan-- ;
n th
court room. During all
mis nine nice icjcjkcmi ancr ner House- hole!, mended and cared for her children and saw that they went lo
sehoo.l. AlKiut three years ago Mayer
went, to Kurope where his eyes were
Vh-operated upon.
he returned to
this country his wife had entered the
I'niverslty Ijiw school.
After net
ting her diploma she laughingly pro
posed a business partnership to her
husband, which was must readily accepted. Her sign hangs directly over
his, and the pair appear dally In court
In the same cases.
York,

New
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Ramsay's Typewritorium

RENTALS

and

GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Telephone
Tim
orders
extra supplies.

Pusllio'uK secured

Real Estate
is.

ooooooo04Ko

IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE

With Woman's Exchange.
for competent
teachers, stenographers, bookkeepers and olllee help generally.
School boards aii'l others desiring
Teacher, etc , shoiiM erirr sjionil
with Uh. Have a kmI list registere d.

Armllo Hutlrtli.i

ccxx;ooocccooco
Wootlon & Myer,
p

AND

000 m m

STORMING?

United States mall,
only l.i.e with a change of Btock ei
route; good rigs, horses and drivers,
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Foi
partlculaM, address W. I.. Trimble t
Co., agwits, Albuquerque. N, M., or 4
H. BLOCK, Proprietor. Peres, N. M

'

Gold Avenue

BOOK MAKING
and

'

BUILDING.
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& GO,, "7

BORRADAILE
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ing Citizen.

ll IT
cum--

Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
type
kinds of secolid-iianwriters bought, sold, rented, repaired, cxchaiiK'il and rebuilt.
Agents for Underwood
Always a, good stuck on
hand from which U choose. Typewrite r Riblsins a special! y.
All

Farms

Type'-write-i-

Q
avenue. Q

'1(lt, at above
reward.

Wholesale Agent,

114 West Copper Ave.

merous other things pertaining to "Ml
Iady's" wardrobe. Tho regular weekly
fashion letter by one if New York's
foremost fashion writers, together
with complete and exhaustive explanations of every grown or creation illustrated, will be found also tomorrow
on the Woman's I'ago of The Even-

with
"'. Methodist
antic

M. BERGER,

,

'() O K 1J1NDKR

4

and nutritious bread as to be ua- - 9
surpassed by any milled. The heat T
bread makers use it for that Tery 2.
reason.

n

RH

l,e r.
moonstones,
church and 4't"
to (leort'e
address, and lee:

CLUB ROOMS

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour Is chosen. It i ao
good and makes such sweet, whlta

11-

CLASSIFY

rooms

iis

SAMPLE A NO

THE FIRST LESSON

civTilanoMina nn.l rciaillnir
,nat((.r of onlB of thft ,atefit fa,,a anU
VorK
fancie s that Paris and New
Ilm(Ht(,s have crettteil. The new mon-om ,illKt,rle SUI1 flhiule (ho latCf,t
.
,
.....,
M mills
ill
hvnlln, on.-- l in., nr., nf
ternoon wraps, etc., will be fully de- scrllx d and Illustrated, besides nu-

i

TOO LATE

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

Avcnoe

liitritiiina

!

!'

i 20 West Railroad

row's issue of The Evening Citizen,
coniiiining the Woman's rage, an innovation that has become o popular
with the lady readers of this puper
hai the management has deemed to
make it a permanent Saturday feature of the paper in the future. Tomorrow's Issue will contain a page of -

s.

I

Finest Whiskies

BaRNETT, Prop'r.

ISSUE!

t

stan-Mifn-

JOSEPH

AVENUB.

RAILROAD

o o

The St. Elmo

lie sure lo secure a copy of tomor-

Weiciner,

C.

J. RICHARDS

113'a WEST

THE WOMAN'S PAGE IN

PARAGRAPHS.

with many
friends here, arrived in the city today from Kort Wayne. Ind., and will
visit Miss Mollie Vorhes for some
time. Mrs. Weidner was a resident of
Albuquerque for a number of years.
John .1. Fox, representing the Armstrong-Turner
Millinery company of
Denver, who visited Albuquerque the
early part of this wee 1. is authority
:
for the; following
"The
Evening Citizen's woman's page Is
one of th! best gott u up fashion
piigi'S I have ever seen. The fashions
describee! and portra d nre strlct.lv in
keeping with 'be style s n vogue, and
should be a great help 'o thee ladies;
in making their si lect inns. Wings on
millinery are much m vie this sea- son, but are' very scare iiriel hard to
k''t at any price."
ife, nee Miss
Andy Robinson and
Ma Mcltaynolds, are e 'pcted to
turn to the citv in a fe
When
these two well known
l)llllg people
left the city several ii tenths ago, they
were single, but th
will return as
husband and wife, the marriage cere- motiy having taken p !' in Los An- g
on March
The bride is a
niece of Mr. an,e yj s V.. H. Cllne..
and is a most bean; ii young lady.
The. greee iii. for the p
several years.
held a position a1 il '.tun Hros.' on
Railroad avenue.
has
many
friends here, who
nd congrat
lations to him nnd w
re-resume, his
turn to the city. It.
position at Ciabarn- Mrs.

Al-b-

1

COMPANY

For the "kid" who apes his eldera In
fondues for smoking, if the cigar
smoked la a' White Lily. You see tho
White Lily is so good tail the mj.
through, clear to the last half-incthat its smoker Is loath to tbnnr erea
tothat little bit of fine,
bacco away. Try a White Lily an4
you'll know yourself.

FUNERAL OF MRS. GRACE
HOUGHTON GUNSUL WILL TAKE
PLACE SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

v

.

NIGHT

THE

Uul-lar-

v;

Phone 8768

THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT

ARRIVE

REMAINS WILL

Colo.,

Q

Correspondence Solicited.
IL'il S. Third St.,
ALfiUQCKUQUE . . . . N. M.
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S. RAMSAY,

M;r

Large, Airy Rooms. Prcet Very
conable.
MRS. OWEN

Re a.

DINSDALE,

Proprieto.-

-
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night delivery and arrived home
ers' fruit ranch Is loo well known and
the character of its products too well
al.out 8:3n on account of the mailing
established to permit of such a thing.
waters ,ie hastened to see how his
dam was faring. Charles Glese, his
STABBING
AFFRAY OVER
employe, unhitched the horse from the!
ELECTION AT LAS VEGAS.
wagon and started to take him to the;
There were h number of fights and
bain which Is on the west side of a
of her disturbances
on the west side,
creek from Mr. Miller's house. Ho
Tuesday, over the elections, but, the
to California, from Van Horn and walked across on a foot leg. leading
NOVEL WAY TO
most serious was a stabbing atfray
CATCH COAL THIEVE9 Monday there were ftrteen cars rrom me norse, and as he stated to us,
near llenlgno Martinet's saloon, t ho
However, the
A Hi.shee. Arlzonn. saloon keeper hit Alpine, en route to points In New thought of no danger.
(victim being Adelaido Warick, says.
waters swept the hurst's feet
lon a novel way to locate thieves Mexico. tXlier shipments will move ruahlnn
the Las Vegas Optic.
'him
from
under
fell
clays.
In
in
and
he
a
the1
few
stcHlIng
He
tied!
his
were
coal.
who
The verting place for the First ward
stream,
rolling
over
then!
lodging
and
his:
a
"sack
of
coal and
striiiK to
was
the residence of Mr. Martinez,
BREAK
THE
TWO
PRISONERS
log.
feet
under
the
Glese
said
an
he'
to
string
led Mh' other end of the
and a number of men were gathered!
JAIL AT ALAMOGORDU tried t) get the horse up and trw d to
mptv bucket In the saloon. About 4
around there, Just after the polls had
.v,, rra
nu,(, ms ;cail anove the water, but
i'clock tiie other morning the empty ,wo omlngo v In.v
closed, at 6 o'clock. For some lea- county
Jail
Otero
prisoners
the
without
few
avail,
nioand
within
bucket commenced to move toward
.,
es-- ,
son. Eutemfo Carabajal is said to
maao
a
Alamogordo,
sensational
nt
,pnta
.na
.tr.nn
nnimnt
(ilese
the back door. He seized his revolver cape by sawing a steel bar in the sec-- (
have suddenly whipped out a knife
resigned his position the following day
nd rushed out, opened fire on two
and slashed Warick several times
Six other prisoners an(, ,iPparle(1 for Needles. It does
fleeing Mexicans, and captured one of ond story window.
across the face, cutting deep gashes,
in the Jail did not go and were evl;8t.t,ra a Jf he shoud nave been ai,e
them.
but the truth of the nffair could not
dently too timid to take the hazardous to get the horg(, all(, 1(,K 8eparatcd.
be learned.
Both men are said to
cnance, i uvir eeuK whs iioi
CLOSED NEGOTIATIONS FOR
have been drinking and were quarrel-Mn- g
PROJECT. f r several i hours later, when one of FAMOUS RANCH HOUSE
SANATORIUM
Carabajal was
over politics.
'
"
um
uto muicu
dt rt.nm..
W 11 lansen fourth vice president "- ihb-arrested,
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but was
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Kire,
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destroyed
Sheriff
man.
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or the anta Ke has Just closed the very
states
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later
bond.
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three
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house,
to
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torical
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effort
liiMon
bv which the transfer of
s, terra
that three or four nien Jumped on
Valley,
A prisoner in for murder did not go miles north of Lake
the Monteunia propertv. near
him and he used his knife In self-- ;
county. This marks the passing of,
'th them.
Vegas to the National' Sanltorium.
defense. Warick was not seriously
Mexican
ne
New
most
noted
,
of
the
,,.,,i,i,nuh..,i
vir Tnnsen stated!
Injured but the awful gashes on his
EXPECT BIG
houses. Owned by men who
ranch
N
ADVANCE IN PRICES. have
face will probably leave permanent
In the making of the
h.Mlf. Ion'
scars.
GeorKe (:he8man. the 1),nver ra,tlei countryf one of whom. Gregory Daly.!
'
spent some time bet ween trains of L.advllle, Colo., wa8 tlle founder1
Carabajal was taken before Zach-- j
'to Ti most hatlsfaetory condiloTa
.. ...... w r
K iver ... .
i
an,nv
th
Valdez, justice of the peace for
arals
v
w
u
H
'
Ol
J
rtuitu
splendid organization s being per- "
he seventh district, this morning, for
Mr. Chesman, how- - in(1'lan ambuscade in 1881, and tin- footed with plenty or funds o s n ev
cloge any contract9 here,
hearing, but the case was continued
dld
Tom Ingliss, who figured in
,ressf.il!y launch the great project.
catUemen ln thls vl(.,nl,y
until tomorrow morning.
eVrkl ahnotlne affairs, but whose
Tho nthf!- - fliha which tnnk nlnce
lieve that prices will advance this head w as so hard that a bullet seem- FOUND HORSE AND
JOHNHIGB.
now
Is
at
$1
more
than
the polls were merely fistic en- upon
at
It,
this
least
no
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to
effect
have
HARD
ed
wiftOki aftpp
10 ana house has had an Interesting history.
counters
offered,
and did not result seriously
wnicu
earis
Minneapolis
mall
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is
Thls
the
Williams
Alien Strlcklin returned to
Concerning this expected tise Daly would have been the owner to- rier who has been fined one day's pay Abel Tafoya Is said to have been
Ihe other dav after an absence ofi18.
a great difference in
day of one of the richest producers for wnrklne too lonir. At the sue badly pounded. In the Fourth ward,.
twelve davs in the country west of, n prices
eattle-ralricJunction, where he went fori 'on among the buyers and sthe seem- k- In the state had he lived, the Lake gestlon of the labor unions, congress but is able to be about
seems to exist, each de
Valley properties, which included the passed a law making eight hours a
Jjhnston to secure a horse
the Judgmen be guided famous nridal Chamber, of horn sil- day's work for employes of the gov- TWO STEEL WH4RVES
- Ingly letting
and camp outfit he and John Baumby their wishes In the matter,
ver, which had Just been uncovered at ernment. During the holiday season
OTrtner were forced to abandon lastj;
the time of the pioneer's death. Daly Hlgby was swamped with mall. In
FOR MANILA HARBOR
fall, while in that country on a pros-- nAMM- - SeLi 3 Hl3
JUDGE THOS. C. O'SULLIVAN.
opened up the country when danger order to get it ull to the people on
acting trip. At that time the horse
TO BUDDECKE.
is
O'Sullivan
Judge
the New York ner of J. P. Morgan.
every
interests
1
on
from
threatened
he
Indians
day,
his
route before Christmas
g
left them and they returned on root,
Manila, P. I., April t.. The director :,.,,, u.n refused to allow the "think"
Q pammer. secretary and
George W. Perkins was vice presi
hand, and It was his own daring worked several hours overtime. lie of port works
him there. Al had a hard trip
y
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Railway and
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,(f one n,an to decide that money dent of the New York Life. At the
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who Was swept into office last national republican
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.structure
concrete
and reinforced
fa,
the Optic.
hP was thoucht tr. he a mittee After the election, he admitted
nuncuiy 1a ronwiKir. says
A dispatch from Bisbee, Arlaona,
deck. The other Is to be or similar ft.ari,,8s official, thought there was no he reimbursed himself from the funds
1Ir- Dammefi health ha" been very
dated April 3, says: The now famous RAISING FOWLS OF ALL KINDS
The receipts of the Phoenix. Art- 600,
construction, will
a length
he
y
believes,
late
due
he
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intent. Judge O'Sullivan of the New York Life Insurance com- Por,
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case
Stockton,
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nded were a little over $35.W0.
wide.
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The iielrs are to be built in
n causes for his leavlnR the city. of having murdered her husband and ranchman, received this week a
duty to present facts and the court's finding its way into the ledger of the
places the office of the highest grade
feet of water, with concrete abut- duty to say what the law was.
company.
Mr. and Mrs. Hammer have made a stowed
body Into a trunk, revives
will
maciiine,
which
used
be
the
of friends in Lm Vegas during an affair possessing something of the on his ranch to supply crushed bone ments at the shore end, and work Is
Judge O Sullivan s positive unyieid- remind now says ne acted on tne
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s estimated tha
than 1,500
McVicar was the wife of William S. stocked his ranch." says the Silver
previous to April of this year was
OLD PIONEER
of structural steel and 2o4 steel
Mr. l odgers
has cylinders,
most 500 a month and at that rate,
DEAD AT TRES PIEDRAS. Williams of this city and she resided City Enterprise.
capable of containing three
The younger members of the tribe
the office will be In the first class Mc--at;, Word was received Tuesday, of the here with him until his death. Imme- s now one of the finest and most com- to eight idles each, will be required. APACHES MAY BE
who were not horn when the Apaches
plete henneries in the entire country,
O10 close of another year. Major
()eath of Honry Preln, who died at diately following the death of
land, are
items are 328 car spring nuffers,
MOVED TO NEW MEXICO held their great tomass ofthey
there was some believing that established primarily to supply the Other
Ointock's commission for the next;hls ranch on the TllsaRi Monday
mooring posts, 38 cast-irohave to
inuoJi distrtssed
think
at 16 cast-ironight, savs the Tres Piedras Re he died from poisou, though the at- United States General Hospital
four years has Just reached him.
cleats, and 112,305 square feet
remain prisoners of war all the. rest
porter. He bad a stroke of paralysis tending physician attributed the death Fort Bayard with fresh produce and of reinforced metal.
j
SPECIAL ENVOY NOT PLEASED of their days because of their ancesARIZONA CATTLE
some years ago. but recovered from to natural causes. Williams carried eggs. Tile hospital has been shipping
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RANGES
It so that he was ulile to attend to considerable life insurance, and it is in its produce and eggs ever Binee its
Mr. Clark has moved up to Windom.
ed together by the chiefs and plans
APACHE TEPEE.
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,wo marrled matter may never become known, but Rodgers' expenditure in that direction;
He says the 'military
ment ln The Evening Citizen is a
April 20 Company G's military ball.
of colors, as pretty as anyone ever ,aughterg an(, ,WQ son8 filirvlve ,,m. people will think and talk, neverthe has already proved considerable.
officers at Hot Springs, N. M., and
willing helper that Is not only
May 1 Walter Scott, the Death
.
saw.
.
The ranch is only four miles from
absolutely competent, but also Is
San Carlos, Ariz., treated him very Valley miner, in melodrama.
less.
Dr. Bray reports that the spring RUSHING WATERS
coolly and were not at all favorable
Fort Bayard and Is an ideal place fori V a willing worker. It works all
movement ln cattle Is about to begin,
TREATWILL such an industry. The establishment!
A GASTRONOMICAL
DROWN A HORSE
to the Apaches being taken there. He
the time for you. It Is the best
The Standard Oil company of Ken-wLast Saturday nig'ht was a night of BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE of the new industry will In no manner;
in fact has already commenced ln a
and most economical publicity ln I
unable to find adequate land for!tueky has left Ohio, says Standard
small way. Sunday laBt nrteen cars 01 events, says the Williams News. When ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH Interfere with Mr. Rodgers' pursuits
the demands of the tribe ln one tract, officers, but they don't tell how much
the world.
In the horticultural line, as tho Rodg- 32,000 acres being necessary.
cattle passed through EU Paso en route Frank Miller, the milkman, finished FROM 11 TO 2:30.
It has Jeft Ohio.
h is
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T Come Out? Way!
tit Things
Yott'll Have to, Also!
YOU May Think We Ate SPECULA TIM
99
WE Know Wc Have a "(GOOD
111

afford to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands.
Rcmf.mhr ' ofkattDeWEn'ycanheights
overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight

That we are the sole owners
blocks distant from the heart

of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores,' saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEAES
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View qf the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of iess favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

...

The

Natal Advantages We Had

We Made the Artificial!

That SILVER AVENUE, and its adiacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-foto
purchaser
insures himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites or
that the
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

The Terrace

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

M dmi Ion.
.

Improvement

P. S1AMM, Secretary and Sailing Agent

JB
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Our Goods Ride High in Public Favor
Ingrain Carpet, cotton chain,
from 4."c up.
Inpraln Carpet, nil wool ehnln,
from 70o up.
BiusslIs Carpet, from 80o up.
Large stock of seasnnnblo
poods. Gasoline Stoves,
Swlnes. Chairs, Tents, Camp
Chairs, Etc.

lived just prior to coining west, and n
telegram has been sent them notifying
them of his deatii. His body has been
removed to the Hearth undertaking
istahllshnient, where It will be held
pending instructions from the klnfolk
In Wisconsin.
The young man was unmarried. He
was affllrted with the disease of which
he died for several years and sought
a higher altitude In the hope of re-- c
verlng.

Devil's Island Torture.
no worse than the terrible case of
IN THREE YEARS piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
I wa sadvlscd to apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve and less than a box perWHAT AN ARTESI A 'MAN HAS manently cured me, writes L. S. NaDONE. WITH A SMALL INVEST- pier of Bugles, Ky. Heals all wounds,
MENT AND NO WORK.
burns and sort s like mnglc. 25c at all
druggists.
on
the ground
What it means to be
at the psychological moment and to
THIRD STREET
have judgment enough to grasp ihe
situation properly. Is plainly lllus-

DAYS OF STEAM

,r,a';'' ,n,,h

MADE

A

FORTUNE

'

Is

-

Ja"

V!,"!?

SEVEN

PAGE

Meat Market

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We tare added to or V
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolene without shrinking. When we o through with them they
are Just like now. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
nd we will straighten them out for you.

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

BACK OF P. O.

t00"

All Kinds of Frth and Salt Meats.
and his brother, William
Steam Sautags Factory,
4r the vnllpv three
,i,m
J. D. EMMONS,
years ngo from New York. They were
EMIL KLEINWORT,
rnn A It Intl R ' lmr Masonic Building, rsortn Third Street
Btrinirikfa t r
Wholesale and Retail.
,.,;
,..
nn.- k I ,h,
fr
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone 177.
ing the many advantages that were to
come to this favorable section. There
Corner of Coal Avenue and Sec
was nothing much in eight here at.
ond street west end of viaTHE CELEBRATED
this time but fresh air and lurid
duct.
but E. A. Clayton and a few
other kindred spirits were talking up
Our Top Buggies and I
,ho mw Kldorado-to-hall day long
Runabouts must more
and way into the night. James H.
Wo need the floor
Clark was persuaded to file upon some
space for another car '
government
land
considered
then
It's a time to helpS
THIS CHANCE TO SE- practically worthless. The filing fee
yourself by helping ua.!
was $ti4 and Clayton charged hlni $30
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00: now
$46.00 to $108.00 J
for showing him where the land lay.
TOP
BUGGIES,
Bond.
now.:
In
Bottled
$52.50 to $123.00
to
$65.00
were
$140.00;
UUni. UHIIUHIHU ll
The sequel of Mr. Clark's Investment
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Ooncame out this week when Mr. Clayton
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagone, etc. Out of town buslnes Bolloited.'
paid him $12,d00 for 160 acres of land
A R N E S S
v
W rite for catalogue and prices.
upon which he had formerly located
s
f()r
0(hpr ,K)r(ong of (ne iand
having already been sold, making a
Dlstfflcni.
L E S
tal nf Vr Clark's sales of IIH.IHIO. His
rRANKTORT. KT.
Corner
end TIJerae Road.
,Hta, ex)t,ndtMlre for improvement did
ROBES
o
.
m)( , XC(,r,
o(u
g(Hm fH,,u.
TnU a)e
D ETC.
MELINI & EAKIN
loUg to ,h(? unlnforme(1j DUt s
the
purchaser Is sure of a big profit on
Sola Agent.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY
hiR lnve8,n,ent.
other land similarly
HOLDS 'ANNUAL MEETING, situated to Artesla haa already sold
Albuquerque,. N. M.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
Automatic Phone, 199.
The annual meeting of the stock-- : for twice the money.
Ggneral Betiding Supplies
and It will certainly pay you to get- out prices before you buy.
holders of the Southern Pacific, a Ken-- !
I
tucky corporation, was held Wednesthe Moon Inhabited?
M
CO.
day at toe office of the company in' Scleuce has proven that the moon
Beeehmont, a. suburb of Ixulsvil!e, has an atmosphere, which makes life
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a koo
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
Ky. Judge Alexander P. Humphrey, in some form possible on that satellite lunch and enchiladas on the Mextcti jl
who
beings,
have 8'yle. go to South Third street, come- - i
general counsel of the company In but not for human
Kentucky, presided. The vote was a hard enough time on this earth of of Silver avenue, No. 216. Will b
cast by proxy and none of the east- -- ours; especially those who don't know served promptly at any hour of tht
Black-smit- h
ern stockholders was present. lur- that Electric Bitters cure headache. nlghL Prices will be from 26c to Sue
Ing the year George J. Gould, Wlns-- i biliousness, malaria, chills and fever,
low S. Pierce, Jacob Schiff, Otto Kahn Jaundice, dyspepsln. dizziness, torpid M. GRENADINO & CO.
a 1 , ,
and Messrs. Speyer and Tweed have; liver, kidney complaints, general
Imnnrt 4 I i iw.val d
from the board of directors, bllity and female weaknesses.
PEACH & CO.
N.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
y
general
equalled
tonic and
the new board- as elected Wednes-- ! petlzer as a
OUR
DEPARTSanta. Fe Watch Inspector Arthur has many friends in Raton who are
for weak persons and espe- followsis
as
MENT.
Kveritt went to Lamy this morning on glad to see him whenever he chooses
It induces sound Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 21!
D. Cornish,' Maxwell Evarts. E.cla'y or the agod.
W.
to call.
official business.
Huntington. Clar- - 8lfieP- Fully guaranteed by all drug-enc- e
West Gold Avenue.
HARNESS REPAIRING AND CARL. C. Yocum, the present Santa Fe H. Harriman. H. E.
Ogden
Mills, V. V.iBIsts- - Price only 50c.
Mackav,
H.
RIAGE TRIMMING.
E. N. Wonders, an operator In the agent at Raton, will only remain until S"n"
',ya.n Dern,,erCOLFAX COUNTY CATTLE
estern Union offices at Winslow. has his successor can be checked in. Mr,
11
n" ,l
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. FIO.
'".Vi
returned from Iowa to that town, Yocum will take a position with the T
out of quarantine
f.'.
.
v.n
a.
n
nugniu.
uove.i.
URE WITH US.
y. Tne Catte SanItary board aa rai8.
where he nad been called on account Rock Island, probably at Santa Rosa.
a..,.
...wo,
tf....vB oi..m.ui,
p(1 tnp q,mrantne on Beveral pastures
He has been with the Santa Fe nearly coof the death of a brother.
In Colfax county. Mange broke out In
,
TO DATE SIGNS
fifteen years and leaves for what 'he
KORBER & CO.,
u
cuange
i
ne
now
ne
ojani
u.is
gang
bridge
in
Fred Leffen's
.i
wlme of ,he her()s tnere jagt fa1 The
considers a better position. Raton tors,
asaiaVsMsBsBskiiiiliiiiiiiiMsBMaBnsBMIssslsBasaVsBV
uy
num,
was
jnuge
it
staien
engaged In building a dyke at the Range.
COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVK.
cal,p nave been dlpped
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
pnrey. Is or no Importance. Mr. (rould dsoased
steel bridge above Winslow, to procompllnnop wlth the ,aw and, tne maI.
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO.
NEW
year
ago,;.,.
resigned
Mr.
a
Pierce
and
,m,1Dj
,k
tect the same from high water, which NORMAN PASS TO LECTURE
resignations from the prg have ,JOpn notlfled of the ra)8jn!? XXICXXXXXXXXXXDCCXXXXXXOCOej
the
other
and
haa been making serious Inroads on
16.
ON
HERE
APRIL
weie iimugm aouui ,.y u.e
SCREEN TIME
the embankment the past week.
of ,1)e (,uarantn1
The railroad fjlks are anticipating Kiarii fi,Miie
uiit- - aii Jl me irw nun
mill
a
visit
lecture
Is
from President firm of Kuhn,
Door and Window
here.
Co.,
&
and,
Conductor L. A. Fuller recently re Norman andPass, of Washburn
Ixieb
MENANDW0ME1V
e rax
college. Speyer & Co., declining
screens made to order.
coast
resign from
to
turned to Williams from ,uthe
DiK O for nnmttirml
'k
Kan.,
who Is scheduled to
.
";,.,r;iw4chlta.
'V
diM'brKMi,tnflAniinatiotia,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
AI ''"""
Owrio
Mr'
e "n, Pr"
Irrltationa or ulcerations
NEXT TO BANK OF OOMMEROI
.
his wife's mother. He Is now on the
! i ttrlotar.
these two firms have been connected.
f mnooos msmbrftriM.
v
tXXXXXXXDCOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)0
rrvtmU
rtwlatwi.
PaialMt,
shortly
and
oot
expects
be
to
Judge
Humphrey
said.
main line, but
utrta
vacancies.
i'iThe
7THtEYAHHtWICICQ.
gent or puinonoQS.
"U8er- Mis Helen Pass
filled at the time and the board VClllClllMTI.Df
W. RaKroad
back on the Canyon, with a work the Wiashburn
At Consistent Prices
RIONEER BAKERY
Mld 5y 1ranla(a,
male quartet. The It were
.
conmerely
Wednesday
as
train
elected
or
ent In plain wrapper,
BALLING, Proprietor.
8IMON
inerary of Mr. and Mrs. Pass Is map- firmed
prepaid,
eipreM.
for
hf
at
that time.
the action taken
(in. or 3 tKittlet rj.75,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Raton, N. M.,
out as follows:
A small wreck on the Raton moun-- '
Ctivntar tent oa fmmoati
.
..
Anrlt - 14:' San Marclal N- M ' Anril
.i:f-Io
n
ufmyt-init;
vaiiiwi
tain yeairiuHy
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
limited eight hours. The full details; 15; Aliiuquerque, N. M., April. 16; GEORGE UlLWIG
11,
oviiBinan,
of the accident were not reported
Wa desire patronage and we guarhere, but it is understood that the lim-- l Ariz- - APr'l 18; Needles. Cal.. April
I UU11LT UIHUllJIUUJ
antee
first class baking.
DUI'TUIN
ited collided with a light northbound 2: Richmond, Cal., April 21; San
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
engine and that two locomotives were Francisco, Cal., April 23; Barstow, SANTA FE DETECTIVE FOUND IN
Cal- nl Los Angeles, Cal., April 24.
reduced to scrap as a result.
.
YARDS WITH FACE MASH Ed.
PAHNTS. OILS. VARNISHES AND
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Marshall are FIREMAN KNOCKED
Violet Rose and English Hawthorne.
FROM HIS ENGINE.
BRUSHES.
here on a visit to Mrs. J. C. Marshall,
George Helwig, a special detective
a
Ray Cockway, a Santa Fe fireman in the employ of the Atchison,
Leather,
mother of Mr. Marshall. Fred Is in
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
g
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palthe employ of the Santa Fe company, of Las Vegas, met with a bad
& Santa Fe Railway eoniany,
3 Cakes in Box
agent at Wagon Mound, and has dent in the yards there, yesterday, at was found lying alongside the track
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
been given ten days' leave of absence, about 10:20 o'clock. He had a freight seriously injured about fifty yards
roRas he has been suffering greatly from run and was just coming into that south of the Second street viaduct,
Pelts.
city, when the accident happened. says the Topeka State Journal. HelW9
rheumatism.
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
He had stepped ou.t on the running wig left the depot platform where he
General Superintendent R. J. Par- - board of the engine and was leaning
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
Aoi
been talking with Policeman Wy-at- t,
pumpker, of the Santa Fe, arrived from U over pounding an injector, which was had about
and supplies and horse-powe- r
3 o'clock, and was found by
In
Dealers
Groceries,
Provisions,
Hay,
night
south
not working right. A freight car was some yardmen at the place mentioned B The Simplett
and continued
Junta last
ing
outfits.
I
Mjtr' S V
Safeet
Grain and Fuel.
,
this morning in his private car, No. standing on another track at the west about 4 o'clock. He was in an uncon- B Handiest andSurest
only Perfect
5 if
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131. Also extra quality
9, attached to a freight train,
with end of the yards, and it Btruck the scious condition.
Pen. No (last 6ller
LL M J
and Cigars. Place your orders for
H no ink to spill no dogging
A B
his destination as El Paso. Mr. Par- side of his head and knocked him
He was lying near one of the switch- Horsbaking.
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
this line with us.
rtS
ker was accompanied by his secretary, from the locomotive to the ground. ing tracks
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
sevjm
in
with his face cut
You simply press the buttonfaa
NORTH THIRD STREET.
H
t
He was picked up Immediately and eral prnces and five
J. W. Roberts.
In
the
the same price
B
IS
picture)
and
the
pen
tilt
Til
of his teeth either H
THORNTON Th Clmnr
la a ''dash."
removed to his room at the boarding
j Eg
everything.
He Is the
Cleans
Rollie Miller, who has been acting house of Mrs. M. Sheppard on Rail- knocked out or loose. His face is cut H
Writes the instant ft
ijK ju
Furniture Man. Moving, packINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
day baggageman at the Winslow de- road avenue, and a physician was alout the mouth in several places and H
touches thei paper
irh a
ing and shipping, unpacking and
pot, resigned last Saturday, intending summoned. H was found on examin- under the chin. Mr. Helwig does not
PUBLIC.
occurred, but: m setting up, and is no upstart at
m
mm
THE WILLIAMS DRUG C(L
i Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
i m im
to take a iKjsitlon as operator at some ation that one ankle was severely know how the accident caught
iu
his toe
the business. There Is no othAutomatic Telephone, 174.
point on the Canyon road. Paul B. sprained and he was badly cut aliout it is supposed that he
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
I'arsons, who has held the night shift, (le fare- - and head and nainfullv on the rail and fell, striking his face.
BLUE FRONT STORE.
XX)OCOOOOOOOCX3COOOOC)COC)00
i
Mr. Helwig was a member of the
737 South Walter Street.
takes Miller s place, while Brakeman bruised, but his injuries were not Twentieth
H
Kansas regiment during
14 karat solid srold I St
X Cerrllloa
Ralph Wood is temporally on the night sufficient to cause any alarm.
117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both pboaesv
American Block
tnest rulcaniud f
X
M
war, and after INo.ijsrith fully
the Spanish-Americatrick.
X
guaranteed.
IH
J
1882
Established In
his return he accepted a position In
TELEGRAPH OPERATOR PIERCE
the office of the freight agent, which
Apparently Clarence Ten Syck's
DIES OF CONSUMPTION. he held until 1903, when he was transriRE
"FUsii" No. 26
8
move frm yardmaster for the Santa
J. S. Pierce, a telegraph operator, ferred tj the yards as a switchman.
INSURANCE.
Q
we. . . $3.00
Fe here to superintendent of ter- who
agents for Casino Canned Goods
Sole
Building
Secretary
Mutual
R
was
0
stationed at Algodones, San- He worked in that iosition about a
fg
minals for the Iron Mountain railway doval county,
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
Sold by Stanonen
Office at 217 West Railroad
R
11
Hi
died of tulrculosls at 4 year, when he was caught between
Flour.
bod
at Van Buren, Ark., made some 6ix o'clock yesterday
Granite
and Other Stores
en's
X
IB
morning. His de- two cars while making a coupling, and
months ago, was a good move. Word mise
Ak YOUR DEALER. Ifh
- MILL WOOD
occurred at the Santa Fe hos- his elbow badly crushed. The elbow
COKE
doesn't aell yoa the Eftfl
Staplft
reaches the city that Mr. Ten Eyck pital in
' Fountain Penetben
Vegas, of which institu- regained stiff. Immediately after reM. DRAGOIE
has leen promoted to trainmaster on tion be iMa
end the retail price direct to
KINDLING
Groceries
had
patient
been
a
for
covering
was
the
he
this
accident
from
Van
Buren
Iron
Mountain
between
tie.
Each
pea abeolu lely guar.
the
(J
Dealers In
iTT
past two months. He was seized with employed as a special detective at the
anleed.
and Kittle Rxk, Ark..
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
a hemorrhage shortly before hei passed dext platform, which Kisition he held
Best on
Creamery
Butter
Hillsboro
Eagle Pencil Co.
x
Earth.
Conductor James Hogue, cf the Can- away.
until the accident which occurred Sun
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
Manufacturer!
Mr. Pierce was 25 years of age, and day.
B
IX
yon line, is as proud as if he had reall kinds of Freeh Meat.
Broadway,
377
York
Now
formerly
GOTH 'PHONES
IS
resided at Marblehead, Wis.
1
Mr. Helwig will recover and will re-- ;
ceived a beautiful present. The cause
Free Delivery. 800 North Broadway, Corner of WfcaV
Order
8olloIted.
is the result of his giving a present He has relatives in the city where he turn to his duties in about a week.
214
Btreet-lngton
8outh
Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Beeond
XXXOOCOC)COCOCOCCOCXXX)CO
and that to his aged father. Jim recently sent his father a beautiful gold
watch, on the front of which was en'Jiifc
jp
'nujLjjr
graved: ''Daddy, from Jim," while on
jMTXEOmM
..fntfsla, eWtfflfc,
rff-- 'r
"""
l7ffTr.
M'JtSSn
f-- February
22."
"land,
was
back
the
Verily, it is as pleasant to give as to
receive.
a
MULLIGAN OUTFIT
IS STILL COMING
Delay has been experienced in taking the Mulligan construction outfit
ihrough the customs house at El Paso,
but tomorrow it is expected to take
the grading outfit across the fiver, in
readiness for the trip to Casus Gran-des- .
Five or six more carloads of
Gui-o- ff
construction apparatus will arrive in
a few days from Santa Rosa, . M.,
where Mulligan has been load' ig. The
oufit has just finished a contract on
io 31 miles
N. M.,
from Chicago,
.
.the Main Line
the Helen
The crew will he
Temosachlc,
taken to
for construction
City,
Angeles,
Los
Francisco,
El
Mexico
Old
work on the Sierra Madre extension.
m

Railroad and rlectrical
engineers
the world over are watching with In
terest for the result of the practical
oitcratlng tests now being ina.I- . 1.
.
tot .... 1. ....
J(.-,Ilit H I'liil
lue 11.isuiihiiuhhc
at Pittsburg, with the first of the
twenty-fivtlectrlo locomotives ordered for the New York. New Haven
& Hartf. rd Railroad company.
The machine marks an epoch in the
levelopment of electric railroading.
representing characteristics of con
st ruction only recently perfected.
It
Is claimed that the success of the
tests will mean a great step in adof
vance toward the superseding
on main line
steam by electricity
roads.
The locomotive weighs seventy-tigh- t
tons, is equipped with four 40O-hr
electric motors and is
consmerao.y more powenui nan i ne
e. u
average sua...
to pull trains of a specified weight
at the rate of seventy miles an hour.
The machine was built In the shops
of the Westinghouse Electric and:
Manufacturing company at Pittsburg.
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
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The Futute Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

3dit3

cut-off-

m

NEW

RAILROADS
FOR

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Paso and

m

NEW

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite

MEXICO.

Eighteen separate and distinct new
inilr ad projects are under way or
projected in N w Mexico for the year
l)utl, affecting every section of the
territory, and practically every county, and pointing to the greatest single
year in the development of
facilities in the history of
fact
This interesting
the territory.
Is shown by the twelfth annual con-H- t
ruction f "'e "Railway Gazette." a
titandard railroad publication, which
Is carried in the current number of
that magazine, showing every railroad
project under way and projected in
the United Slates for - 1

Ot 1.000 buslnebt and residence una, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
i'AXKQ; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest
tuItuiiflU, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for word, fluur. wheat, wine,

trans-"portatio- n

U. FAST LIMITED EXPRESS.

fi

c:U

FE AGENT AT
RATON HAS RESIGNED.
The Santa Fe is making changes in
some of its stations, and among others, A. J. Bishop, who is well known
to Raton ticket l.uyt rs. u ill take the
ritail n at
duces. Mr. Blfhp

:ct
-ii

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publle school konse, eoet-V- .
mercantile establlshmeuts In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
leant and bay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot he estimated.
.

MAIL ANO FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST, NORTH

effared are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation
ccod yard, drug store, earnest shop, etc, etc. Alto a first-clas- s
modern hotel.

i

no

ami or gravel.

We need a

first-clas-

s

SANTA

on

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

...

Its

of The Atchison, Topeka

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

nU

Secretary

LOCAL ANI

PJillSONAL

7

u

DAY AND WEATHER.

SPRING STYLES
Oxfords

in Women's
To Delight the Eye

Comfort the Feet

After u cold and cheerless winter
w, like to lay aside our dull and
heavy garments and don something
new and bright.
,
The graceful lines of our new
Spring Styles delight the eye their
w rfect
fit makes the feet comfortable and their splendid wear anil our
low prices are easy on the

Fair tonight and Saturday, except
howers In the southern portion to
night.
Sun rite, 5:41; set, 6:25; length, 12
hours and 44 mlnuttj; the moon set
at 4:13 this morning. It will full at
57 minutes after 12, Monday morning.
The day has been cloudy, with threatened rain. So far, April has been a
dry month, like March was, and
somewhat cooler.
Forty years ago, today, was fought
the battle of Shiloi, in the Civil War.
While there were many bloodier battles, and many In which larger forces
were engaged, few were so far reaching, it broke the Confederate northern line of offense, and ultimately
opened the way for the nwch to the
sea.

$2.75 to $3.50

VICI KID OXFORDS,

black

VICI KID OXFORDS,

tan

$1.65 to $3.00
$1.65 to $3.00

white or gray..
$1.50 to $2.25

CANVAS OXFORDS,

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

FRIDAY,

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Intn n fonm to he known as the Al
buquerque Greys. O. Hudson will
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
manage the Greys and inouinsoii
made door, with trimmings,
captain them. Manager Hudson Iiiih forA Jhome
1.25.
ordered new suits for bis players, and
We are making window screens all
they will be open fur almost Btiy kind mortised
together, and as strong as
of nn oniriigcment within a coup:" of a door,
for 7 cents a square foot. A
weeks.
screen door,
that;
or
Ion Ilarueit. proprietor of the Ht. will outlast any door shipped in here
Elmo and owner of a fust string of from the cast, together with trim- pacing horses, left on the delayed mings, for $1.25.
limited yesterday afternoon, for Ios
We make the regular shop mndej
Angeies when ills horses have been screen door that have always cost,
during the winter. It Is understood heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $l.o.
thm Mr. Harnett, will ship his hordes,
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
In n Mint time, to Denver, where
PLANING MILL CO.
they are entered In the Overland
NOTICE.
I'Jd'S.
Police elrdcs have become hi) fiii"t
I
am prepared to take parties of any
y
f laic ;n.il .lodge Crawford is
number to any point in the mountains,
consiileijng holding r
during
coming season, In my wag-- '
services in the police court hereafter onette, the
at reasona-- j
instead of the regulation morning Jus- hie rates.the "Minnehaha,"
I,. C. WARD WELL,
tice court. Xot a victim was up be823 South Arno street.
fore the bar of Justice this morning,
and not over n half dozen have Keen
Conn- tn and read the tags. Prices
before the Judge the past week. speak
louder than promises. AlbuVerily, Albuquerque Is reforming.
querque Carrlago Co.
This office Is in receipt, of a letter
from George W. Oliver, an attorney
ATTENTION GENTLEMLN!
at law residing at Paducah. Ky., in
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
which tho writer says that after readYou know our
ing The Eevening Citizen he has de- and be well dressed.
cided to come to Albuquerque to live, reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Eighteen
leaving Kentucky about the middle of styles, and lowest prices.
June. Mr. Oliver says that he Is com- hundred new samples to select from.
ing to Xew Mexico, first for his wife's Nettleton Tailoring
Agency
health, and second, because he be114 South Third street.
lieves It a good place for business.
Chas. W. Henry and W. S. Babcock
TICKETS SOUGHT. SOLD!
of Denver are In the city, being inAND EXCHANGED
troduced at The Evening Citizen office by Dr. G. W. Harrison. The gen
Association Offlco
tlemen will leave tomorrow for the
Transactions
Sulphurs. In the Nacimient.o coun
Guaranteed
try, where Mr. Henry will lnok into
1
8 W. R. R. Ave.
the Immense sulphur deposits thtre-aliout- ROSENFI ELD'S,
If found all right, Mr. Henry
says machinery will be ordered and
installed as soon as possible, and the
deposits thoroughly developed.
N. O. Murphy and
wife, and a party of capitalists, passed
through the city this morning on a
private car attached to train Xo. 2.
en route east from Phoenix, Ariz. Mr.
When your cash purchases reach
Murphy has been spending the win
ter in Washington and Xew York. He
the amounts specified below, you
says that the statehood bill Is likely
are entitled to select any of the
to prss, but only with the Foraker
referendum amendment attached to it,
dishes, free
following
which means that the question of
joint statehood or no statehood will
of charge:
be voted upon by the people, tne elec if
tion to decide this and nothing more.
1
$1.00
Individual Butter
Only four voters, representing S3
21.00
1 Covered Uutter
acre, of land, essayed to opposo the
3.00
1 Breakfast
Plate
ratification of a contract between the
10.00
1 Oravy Boat
Elephant Unite Water Users' associa8.00
1 Cream Pitcher
tion and tho government for the con18.00
1 Sugar Bowl
struction of the Elephant Hut to di2.00
1 Sauce Dish
version dam, while voters representing 24.316 acres, voted in favor of the
1 Handle Tea and Saucer.;.. 5.00
1 Dinner
4"
ratification of the same. A large vote
Plate
4.00
1 Coupe
Soup
land holders was proof
21.00
of the
1 Tea Pot
hibited because the
1
association prevents voting by proxy.
Pitcher
Signatures are now being placed on
1 Daily Bread or Cako Plate. .20.00
1 Orange Bowl or Fruit Dish. .SU.00
the contract, which will be forwarded
to Washlngt'o.n as soon as fully signed.
1 Pickle Dish
It is prophesied that three months
will see actual construction of the
diversional dam under way.

F, F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street.

GEO.

V.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

J

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our 6tock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing
SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart
2- -

3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

.65c

........75c

....90c

must reThey are all standard quality, but we are overstocked,
duce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J, H. 0

R1ELLY

Barnslt Building

CQf Druggists

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

ALL-WOO-

L

KNOW.
IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
IT WHEN YOU
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL FIND
WEAR THEM.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND FOR
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
"
IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
WHAT YOU GET.

THE

TOWN

ALL-WOO-

COT-TON;-

I

(SIMON STERN
Us Railroad Avemme Clotlhiea
rinTTvVlnBa

hand-painte-

K-.0-

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Round Vegetable Tish 6.00
Round Veg. Dish.... 8.00
20.00
Cracker Jar
Fancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
Round Veg. Dish. .. 12.00
!t lnch Round Veg.
Dish ..16.00
8.00
Oblong Veg. Dlsli
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00

1

1
1

Platter
Platter
Platter

16.00
24.00

Bowl

5.00
32.00

8.00

Oatmeal Dish

1

1

5.00

Covered Dish

1

Ask for coupons with each cash
purchase and exchange them for
chinaware.
We guarantee that our prices on
goods are the lowest In the city.
This special offer is made for the
purpose of increasing our trade
and showing the people that we
truly appreciate their patronage.
We earnestly invite you to call.
Very Respectfully,
L. KEMPENICH.
il.'See Window Display.

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

t

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

3

-

i
S

c

--

V.

MAIL ORDERS PROM1TLY FILLED
-

Wearers

iiL-H-it

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

First and Marquette,

1906.

FREE FREE

by-la-

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

6,

1

non-reside- nt

'Tis a
In value.

APRIL

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME GOOD, SOME BAD,
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
OF
FABRICS ADULTERATED WITH
MADE
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
IN A "MERCERIZED
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

n.R

s.

purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
Wnen

To Men's-Clotli- es

seil-ousl-

Attorney Julius Staal. Is In Santa
business.
Col. William Uerger. the real estate
man, la In the city from Helen.
Attorney A. H. Harllee. of Silver
City Is In the city on law business.
Evening prayer and lecture at St.
John's Kplscopal church, at 7:30 p. ni.,
this evening.
J. P. Rutherford, the insurance man,
returned last night from a business
trip to Santa Fe.
Tafie D. Otero, who has been In the
city for several days past, returned
to Santa Ke this morning.
I R. Iiabcock of the Kelly. X. M.,
mining district, was a visitor in tho
transacting
metropolis, yesterday,
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna are
registered at the Alvarado, having arrived from their home at Los Lunas
this morning.
.1. E. Sheridan, territorial coal mine
inspector, was In the city between
trains, this morning, en route from
the north to Gallup.
A marriage license was granted by
Wnlkpr tnil.iv. to
l,l..ln Ch.rb- A V. Albuquerque
and
Manuel L. Luna of
Lola uaruuna or unreins.
oaslstnnt United
States attorney, left last night for Las
Unices, where he goe3 on business
connected with his ofllce.
There will be a regular meeting of
i.lnt. Clinnlnr ASn. K O. 10. S.. tills
evening, at 7:30. By order of Worthy
.Matron. Laura riuite, secretary.
M. L. Stern, of the wholesale liquor
house of Stern, Schloss & Co., returned to the city this morning from a
business trip to the southern part
of the territory.
N. T. Lyon, circulator for the Ias
Angeles Express, was in the city for
a fchort time, yesterday, en route to
Dayton, O., where he goes to vlsti
with friends and relatives.
E. R. Stean, head clerk for Mike
Women's bouso shoe's, toe slippers,
Mandell, the Uairoad avenue clothier, strap sandals and Juliettes, neat
has gone to Deliver to buy clothing looking, easy on tho foot, w'ell wearfrom a New York representative ing.
Prices ranee from 11.10 to
showing samples In tho Colorado cap- $2.25. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
ital.
Railroad avemio.
Herman Switzer has returned from
A G ASTRONOMICAL TKEAT WILL
Gallup, where he met a party of Xav-aj- o
Indians, who are to become iden- BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
tified as curiosities with the Hop! FROM
11 TO 2:30.
House in the Grand Canyon.
Get your goods and have them
A. U. and L. K. McGaffey returned
to the city last night, from a busi- stani;ied at Mrs. Wilson's.
ness trip to Thoreau, where they nave
CHOICE ALFALFA, FIRST CUT.
tie camps and a trading store. L. K.
CHOICE OAT HAY.
McGaffey will return to Roswell toCHOICE WHITE OATS.
night.
CHOICE KANSAS HAY.
Maynard Gunsul left this morning THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO..
will
lie
Colo.,
Trinidad,
where,
for
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
meet tne remains u nis simei in
law, Mrs. Bernard Gunsul, whose
The best native hay. at $3.00 per
death at Roswell, yesterday, is deeply ton ai Central yards, 123 East Tljeras.
retrreteil in Albuoueroue. The remains
FOR
HOUSE
RENT
ROOMING
are being brought hero for burial.
FOR
AND FURNITURE OF SAME
t,An 4 I
firrle. Ladies of the SALE. FINE LOCATION; GREAT
at
met
Republic,
of
Army
the
Grand
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
the home of Mrs. Coleman, G09 South SONS.
z:ju
afternoon,
at
Arno street, this
....... time a vprvJ inter- BASE BALL.
L Ml
I.
estlng meeting was held and mucir.
U. N. M., Saturday, at
II.
A.
vs.
S.
business transacted.
Admission,
2:3u. at Traction Park.
delayed
was
The California limited
2a cents.
Apache
at
freight
a
wreck
by
today
Canyon, which is three or four miles
The school board has decided to disA
nleco nf broken miss school at 2:30 on the afternoon
nnnk nf ..nmv
rail, eight feet in length, let nine cars of April 10, as nearly all the children
or a freight into the uucn.
tars uu intend to attend the Roney's boys'
remained upright and no one was in- mattute.
jured as a result of the accident.
A guaranteed RunaUmt, worth $120,
Mr onrt Aire Viltnn H. Edwards now $5. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Samilna.
from
.itv
OUR SPECIAL CHICK MIXTURE
Indian Territory, where tney we.e
home of WILL SAVE YOUR YOUNG CHICKS.
Sanger,
the bride, who was Miss Lena
THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
and Mr. Edwards has resumed ms om 602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Hawkins
&
position wiili the Trotter
Breed your nia re to the best trotgrocery store
ting stallion in New Mexico. 219
Hugh
Bill
Kluinorl.pr
nnll
I mil!
Copper avenue.
'ei
i,.fi imlv fur the Jemes Hot
o
for
remain
wMl
What we save you on a buggy will
Strings, where they
go a long way towards a new
severa: weeks. Before leaving
y, h ,n.. !.pr mile.) at The Citizen of
Albuquerque Carrlago Co.
sent
be
paper
lice and asked that his
no
him to that address, Faying
OUR EVERY DAY PRICES
not get along without Tho Citizen for
even a day.
1!,e
Cii.iui of Wheat
The colored base ball players of M i; !. Flake,
2nc
13c, or 2 for
themselves
organized
city
have
the
13c, or 2 for
ir
2',r
S'i.p
,
Wheat Biscuits. 13c, 2 for 2.je
Dr. Price's Wheat
Flake Celerv
Ke on law

PATENT KID OXFORDS
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We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

IV

THE CUSHIONED

DOUBLETREE SAVES.THfc

.Or.eE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

L

113-115-1-

17

401-40- 3
North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Writ:- - lor

g

f

The largest stock west of Kansas City.
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doctor or OPTICS
SHUR-O-

m
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PURE DRUGS

N

Fine Jewelry

3.

har-r.ess- .

Stationery

Lowney's Candles

FIRST ZSTABLISHKD OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room

to,

Appointments Mado

Whiting Blk.

Corner Gold Avenue an J Second Street.

at Vann'e Drug Storo.

.::.i'-ut-

:

Me

STE'N-BLOCmaster-fashione-

Wall,
H

THE

PARADE

EASTER

d

and master-mad- e
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PUTS YOU ON YOUR METTLE
i

Baker's Premium Chocolate.
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See Our Windows

119
West Gold
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L WASHBURN CO. Ui

Eyes

GOryiFA&SY
flcZTOSH HARDWARE?
COMPANY
to li. J. POST
Successors
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WEST SANTA FE AVCNUE.jl
Auto PMone, 712.

ana kcwu

jrrr

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

N

M

M

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

$45.00
Prince Albert Coat and Vest 28.00
Business Suits from J 2.50 to 30.00
-

on a

CASH GROCERY
ALEUQIJERQUE
COMPANY.
315 West Marble Avenue.

GROUND

Full Dress Suits

s

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
115 Gold Avenue

Tonight we can deliver at
your door the clothes we
fitted for you this morning

and is in every coat

i

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

H
H
H
M
M

GARDEN BARROWS
M

215 West iiaiircad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

H

NEW MEXICO
M

